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THE S~BJ~c'f ; OF IMPOSITION \nd~ the. range of its schemes are 
bothV:{rt~b.Ily ine~haustible, arl(r'n~ cfaims to completeness are 
made for this book. There seems, however, to be the need for 
a volume in which the broad scope of the subject could receive 
rather more detailed attention than appears hitherto to have 
been given to it. The works of many earlier writers are in 
their respective ways excellent. Some addition has, however, 
been felt necessary to their labours, and the present volume is 
therefore now offered to the printing industry with the hope 
that it may be found of some service. 

My 'sincere appreciation and thanks are expressed to Mr. 
R. E. Baldry, who has very carefully examined the text and 
cheCked the schemes that are shown. 

F.C.A. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTORY 

BOOKS ARE MADE UP of printed pages arranged in sections. 
Usually, these do not vary in their number of pages within a 
particular book, though occasionally an oddment (e.g., pre
liminary matter, addenda, or specially inserted plates) may con
tain a different number of pages. 

The act ofoarranging pages for printing is known as imposition. 
This maybe further defined as the proper arrangement and 
treatment of graphic elements for transference to the press for 
printing. 

The graphic elements may be 
(a) typographical printing surfaces (e.g., pages of type, half

tone or other blocks) ; or 
(b) photographic films. 

I.mB9sitiQn i~ ~!I:l,lJ1~<! _§<;Lili&fue....s..~tions 
Cl!) follOW in sequence; or 
b) insert within each other; or 
c combine sequentIal and insertional sections - which is 

rare. 
Imposition schemes are influenced in their laydown by the 

shape of the individual page, which may be 
(a) \IlID.ght.;. 
~b) 9'blonlt; or, very rarely, 
(c) square. 

llPright pages are those in which the width is less than the 
depth, e.g:, crown octavo=5 in. wide by 7t in. deep. Other 
names for them are l2.ortrai1, common or ordinary. Where 
dimensions do not clearly express, or where no indication is 
given to the contrary, upright pages are assumed, since most 
books, booklets, pamphlets, etc., are printed on such pages. 

Oblong pa_g~s_ are those in which the width is greater than the 
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depth, e.g., crown octavo oblong=5 in. deep by 7-!- in. wide. 
Other names are broad or landscape. 

Square pages are very uncommon, though they are encoun
tered in twelvemo (square) subdivisions: e.g., crown square 
tWe'lvemo=5 x 5 in.; royal square twelvemo=6t x 6t in. 

traditionally, the 4-,!9-- ~n~Ui~_-p!lge. schemes are related iQ __ 
theiL-IUn-round., The g- and 32-page scnemesat~hriGdoWiiln 
the reverse direction to the schemes just mentioned. 

£ 

64 pages 

£ 

16 pages 

£ 

4 pages 

4 4 4 

I :~' . '!'-; . .' , . 
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£ 

32 pages . 

£ 

8 pages 

2 2 

The word 'upright' may be 'Omitted from the description 'Of 
a scheme of that kind. - For-exiunple, a 'liiill'sneet of octav'O ' is 
assumed to'l1ave upnght pages. 'But' oblong' must never be 
omitted where it applies. The title must include the word, e.g., 
a 'halfsheet of quarto, oblong '. 

The descriptiQn ~pplies to the in~~, and not to_tb.e
sheet 'Of paper upon w1iIc1flne matter is to be printed. Nothing 
ismore productive ofiiTOrlil!iii.POsition than the confusion of 
page description with paper broadside description . 

.,J, ':tages as impgsed occupy positions exactly opposite to those 
,... appeanng on theIiiii?er:- When printed, the paper is fOlaea-so 

tfiat the pages tollow in correct order. The~!!. of pages is 
thus determined !by the method of folding. Any departure from 
the normal ~, that,is, ~ystemahcaHYJtY.Y1!!!L~..!!S-dimension 
of the paper, results In ra<IrcaI changes ofTaydown. 

:!JllLjcnemes shown in this ~2:9.k have mJjQs at the_ foot of 
~ pages. Page -shapes - whether upright, olblong or square -
are observedIrom tIre-dots placed at their corners. . ---- -- ------- --*- - ------;j.- -------;_._---- --

.. .6;ppl!raJ.!!L~9.ul~ed fo.r:JillI2Qsition may be divided into two 
major groups, a'ccoidll:lgas the pages are represented b~ 

1. '[ynQgr~.Q.hic surfaces; or 
2. Photographic films. 

; Typographic surfaces include actual type, printing blocks, 
borders,' ornaments, etc., assembled generally as made-up pages. 
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~ als~ u.sua1ly as pages, are n~g.atives which require photo: 
graphic prmtmg down on to a sensitized metal plate. This later 
becomes the printing surface 'on t~e . . press, e~., lithographic Q!:... 
photogravur . -- . ' -

Some Qtill'e ~paratus is used equally in both methods . for 
examp1e : -- .... - ' 

1. Imposition ~e ; 
2. Ll!!ing-up devices.; 
3. Register table. 

. The imposition surface must be fiat, perfectly level and stable. 
In typographic printmg, the pages are laid directly on to it and 
all imposing operations are carried out there. It is made ot'steel 
(forme~ly of sIate, hence the old name of • stone ') in the following 
usual sIZes : ft. in. ft. in. 

Crown 2 0 x· I 6 
Demy 2 4 x 1 10 
Royal 2 6 x 2 2 
Double crown 3 0 x 2 2 
Double demy . . 3 4 x 2 4 
News double royal 4 0 x 2 7 
Double royal . 4 8 x 2 4 
Quad crown . 4 0 x 3 0 
Quad demy . 4 8 x 3 4 
Extra quad demy 5 4 x 3 4 
Treble royal . 6 0 x 2 7 
Extra treble royal 6 0 x 3 0 
Quad royal . . 8 0 x 2 7 
Extra quad royal . 8 3 x 2 10 

A surface for film imposition bears not the films themselves 
but the plate upon which the films are laid. It thus does not 
directly receive the films . But it ' must firmly support the plate 
and not allow this to sag, bend or suffer undue strain. 

Linin -u devices range from the simple straightedge .. to 
ela orate mechanisms temporarily incorporated into the forme, 
and assisting in -truing up pages. Also, metal-topped tables, 
specialIy scored in 12 pt. and inch divisions, and fitted with 
precision gauges (T-squares, etc.), are available. Some of the 
best-known lining-up devices are the 

(a) Cefmor ; (c) S. & B. ; 
~b) Dexion ; (d) Willday. 

A register table usually bears a horizontal sheet of frosted 
gla~ under which electric lights are placed.. The rays of these 

. I 

1 

. 1 
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are projected upwards so that when the printed sheet is laid 
upon the glass, it may be checked for straightness, squareness 
registration, ruling up, etc. Attachments fitted to the tabl~ 
facilitate the passing of the sheet. 

By far the gre~ter part of if!1pos!tion utilizes .typographic 
~ts, f'Or which the followmg Items of 'eqUIpment are 
rpqUIred: • 

furniture and, possibly, sides ticks. 
2. Locking apparatus: quoins; 

{ 

1. Securing apparatus: chases; 

quoin key or shooter; 
mallet. 

3. Levelling apparatus: planer; 
. makeready devices. 

Chases are made of cast iron, wrought iron, or steel. They 
muStOe strong, true and durable. Many kinds are available 
chiefly for . ' 

(a) johwork ; 
(b) bookwork; 
(c) newswork; 
(d) foundry; 
(e) printing machines, and made specially to fit the par

ticular machine. 
The measurements of a chase are generally taken along the 

inner edges of its rims. 

JOBWORK CHASES 

Jobworkchases are given the following 
usually to the dimensions stated. 

Small card 
Large qLrd 
Foolscap 8yo 
Crown 8yo . 
Demy 8vo 
Royal 8yo . 
Foolscap 4to . 
Crown 4to 
Demy 4to 
Royal 4to . 
Foolscap folio 
Crown folio 
Demy folio . 
Royal folio . 

names, and made 
inches 

5 x 4 
6 x 5 
7t x 5-1-
8t x 5t 
9 x 6 

lOt x 6t 
9t x 7-1-

lOt x 8t 
12 x 9 
13 x 11 
15 x 9t 
17 x lOt 
19 x 12 
20t x 13 
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Special long, narrow chases are obtainable for locking up 
account 'book and similar headings, streamers, etc. Their names 
and usual dimensions are given here. 

Foolscap 
Crown 
Demy 
Royal . . 
Double foolscap 
Double crown . 
Double demy 
Quad crown 

BOOKWORK CHASES_ 

inches 
19 x 4t 
21 x 5t 
24 x 6t 
26 x 6t 
29 x 6t 
32 x 7t 
36 x 8 
41 x 6 

Bookwork chases are named after certain of the standard 
printing papers and follow roughly the sizes of these. About an 
inch extra all round is allowed to the chase, thus . 

Foolscap 
Crown . 
Demy . 
Royal . 
Large royal . 
Double foolscap 
Double crown 
Double demy 
Double royal 
Quad foolscap 
Quad crown. 
Quad demy . 
Quad royal . 

inches 
19 x 15 
21 x 17 
24 x 19 
26 x 20t 
28 x 21 
29 x 19 
32 x 2It 
36 x 24 
41 x 26 
35 x 28 
41 x 31 
46 x 36 
51 x 41 

Most steel book chases have removable crossbars. The inner 
long rims are notched additionally, about one-thIrd of the dis
tance from the 'end, to allow of the movement of the short 
crossbar to the twelvemo position. 

Special chases for bookwork are made, notably those with 
sliding short crossb~r, and those known as folding chases. 

The chase WIth sliding crossbar allows a forward and 6ackward 
movement of the bar of 2 to 3 inches. Advantages derived 
from this facility include: 

1. Reduction of lockup time; 
2. Fewer quoins, furniture, etc., are needed; 
3. Unusually deep pages may be conveniently locked up. 
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Folding chases are made in sets of two or four. They are 
intended to save space at gutters when put together, and to 
allow of parts of a section to be worked on and transported 
separ~rely. They are produced either with 

1. Interlocking rims; or 
2. Differentiated rims. 

Interlocking rims are those so mortised that one chase has a 
narrow projecting upper rim, and the other a narrow lower rim. 
The chases therefore fit closely together, save the space required 
yet remain firm and true. ' 

Differentiated rims show, in the pair of chases, one narrow 
and three wide. Sets of four folders with differentiated rims 
contain chases each of which has two narrow and two wide 
rims. Space is saved; but weakness is inherent in the thin rim. 
NEWSWORK CHASES 

Ma";1y 'of :the sta~dard book chases may Ibe used without altera
tion for newswork, where this is printed on flat~bed presses. 
Certain machines have their own chases. Rotary presses have 
specialized lequipment. 

FOUNDRY CHAS:gS 

A varied range of sizes and kinds of these chases is obtainable. 
They are mad~ of the best steel, are true, square, and of great 
Itrenath. Their rims are type-high, and some models are fitted 
with l'o'ckup devices, reinforced corners, and handles to assist in 
portability. 

MACHINE CHASE$.. 

IPlaten machines usually include in their equipment specially 
made chases. These fit perfectly into the machine. Sometimes 
the . impo~itor locks up directly into them, without using a~ 
ordma~y Job :chase. Mac~ine chases vary in size and design 
accordmg to the constructIOn of the particu~ar machine. 
FURNITURE AND SIDESTICKS, ETC. 

Formes are dressed or furnished with wooden 'Or metal non
m-inting elements known as furniture. This is made to defiiiite 
Widths, ranging'thus: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12 ems. Special thick
nesses are procurable to order. Thinner elements are known as 
reglets when made of wood, and clumps or leads when made of 
metal, e.g., 6, 12, 18, 24 pt. Other thicknesses may be obtained .. 
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In dressing, or furnishing, the forme, use as few pieces as 
possirble. Thus, a long piece o~ metal ~urniture is. better than 
the equivalent length made up m quotations .. A. ~Iece of 8-~m 
furniture is better than two pieces of 4-em. A JUdiCIOUS blendmg 
of wood and metal furniture is advised where space permits. 

Tapered furniture is known as sidest!cks (or footsticks) a.nd 
works in conjunction with wooden quoms, the taper of which 
complements that of the sides tick. 

LOCKING APPARATUS 
• Tl!e printing clemen~(type,_ blocks, etc.) i~ forme a!e -
secureu 'Yi1h.Qressure .. whicJiKeeps them m pOSitIOn and permits 
the safe transport of the forme. The pressure is exerted through 
devices called 'quoins', which are made of wood or metal. 
They operate by tightening, either through 

1. Interaction of wedges; 
2. Expansion of walls; or by 
3. Combined wedge and expanding action. 

The simplest wedge-shaped quoin is that of wood, and it is 
used with a sidestick or footstick. One quoin only - not two 
quoins - give proper results. 

: 
L"--_----r--J 

The use of two touching quoins with sidestick must be wrong, 
because complete contaCt is not made, whichever way the quoins 
and sidestick are put together. , / 

~ f 
l, .....----II 

Simple metal .wedge-shaped quoins have been made, but are 
now not generally used. 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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1. Cornerstone; 
• 2. Notting; 

3. Wickersham. 
Although they differ in details of construction and their 

!Oethod of operation may vary slightly, the principle df expansion 
IS common to them all. Their side walls are forced apart, per
fecHy parall.el,. through the agency of a key. !Lateral pressure 
ensues. ThiS is better than the forward movement of wedges 
which may drag the printing surface out of square. ' 
~e Hempel quom conSists of two lIlet:rl-wectges serrated on 

. / thei~ inner edges. When the thick ends are drawn'together the 
9uom .expands, and so pressure is exerted. Powerful side drag 
!S a dlsa~vantage here and .requires the insertion 'Of the quoins 
III a particular way. The mner part must have its thin end 
towards the 'closed' corner @ of the forme, thus 

@ 

To avoid the possibility of slipping, as may 'occur where two 
metal surfaces come together, a piece of wooden furniture or 
reglet should be inserted between the mechanical quoin and the 
chase. 

B 
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The shooter was formerly made of steel or gun-metal. Nowa
days, wooden or plastic shooters are common. 

Mechanical quoins are operated ,by means of a key, designed 
to fit the particular model of quoin. The key may have a 
square section • (e.g., for Wickersham); a cross piece + (for 
Hempel); a screwdriver head (for Notting narrow-margin), 
according to its design. 

The mallet serves two purposes: one, to drive wooden quoins 
- through the use of a shooter ; two, to level- through a 
planer - the printing surface. Various kinds of mallet 'are ob
tainable: wooden models in several sizes or those with rubber 
composition head. 

Some impositors use a hammer on 'small jobwork and dispense 
with the mallet and shooter. Great care is needed, otherwise 
quoins and printing surface may suffer damage. 

Levelling appara~consists of 
(a) planer; 
(b) makeready devices. 

The planer is a fiat wooden block, about 8 in. x 4 in. x It in., 
though several sizes and kinds are ohtainable. Before use, it 
should 'be smoothed on its levelling surface to ensure that no 
odd pieces. of metal, dirt, etc., are adhering to it. These might 
damage the printing dements in the forme. Then it is lightly 
placed on the type and gently tapped with the mallet before 
final lockup. Heavy planing is unnecessary and dangerous. If 
pressure or obstruction is holding a stamp higher than the rest 
of the forme, no amount of planing will take it down to the 
proper level. Damage or breaking off is more likely. Make
ready devices, such as type-high gauges, overlay preparIng 
mechamsm, etc., though important aids to good printing, are 
virtually never operated by the composing staff. A mention 
here is all that is necessary. 

* * * 
Photographic ·films require equipment specially made for or 

adapted to them. The most important is securing apparatus 
(e.g. , imposing plate; adhesives, etc.). 

\ 

I ' 
I 

82 

CHAPTER TWO 

PRINCIPLES AND RULES OF 

IMPOSITION 

the first four pages occupy the corners of a section .... 
heads toward the centre offfie form" ; 

the first page occupies the near lefthand corner; 
(c) the second paU occupies the nearrighthand or the 

far lefthand corner- whichever is further from the first 
page ; 

(d) the third pa,ge occupies the far righthand corner that 
is, diagonally opposite to the first page; , 

(e) the fourth pag~ occupies the remaining corner; 

(f) the next four pages nll, against the short crossbar in 
the reverse direction to the tirst four ; , 

(g) succeeding sequences of four pages alternately reverse 
dieir order of direction until the scheme is complete ; 

(h) the la.5t page Of a section mates with the first ; 

(i) the centre ,Eges of a section lie .head to head with 
the first and last i -.~ 
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(j) the odd folio of a pair of mating pages lies to the 
lef.t when the feet of the pages are towards the 
impositor; 

(k) pages facing (when printed) lie on the same side of 
the short crossbar; 

(1) pages backing (when printed) lie on either side of the 
'Short crossbar ; 

(m) the total of the folios of the first and last pages of a 
section is the number reached by other pairs of mating 
pages in the same section. 
Ex. A : 1 and 16=17: thus 5 and 12, 8 and 9; 
Ex. B: 257 and 288=545: thus 260 and 285, 271 and 
274 ; 

(n) folios totalled across the heads - as 3 and 6 or 10 
and 15 in a halfsheet of sixteenmo -equal the total 
of the folios of the first page ',and first centre page 
(1 and 8=9) or the last page and second centre page 
(16 and 9=25). 

The resuItof (a) to (n) is that 

1. The second quarter of a scheme lies head to head with, 
and runs in the opposite direction to, the first quarter. 

2. The second half of a scheme lies side by side with, 
and runs in the opposite direction to, the first half. 

3. The feet of the nearest line of pages is towards the 
impositor. 

4. The second line 'of pages lies head to head with the 
nearest line. 

5. Succeeding lines of pages are arranged feet to feet, 
then head to head, alternating thus until the scheme 
is completed. 

6. Folios in lines feet towards the impositor read from 
left to right in the order: odd, even (e.g., 1, 16, 13,4). 

7. Folios in lines head towards the impositor read left 
to right in the order: even, odd (e.g., 8 '6 'ZI 'S). 

* :I< :I< 

I." ,:" 
I 

, I 

1 I: 
1 '. 

1\ 

.'.:~ 
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deviation negatives certain of the rules, though many of these 
ItiH obtain. Thus, imposition from the centre is seen at once 
to falsify rules (a) to (f), but many of the others remain 
ilJ?plicable. 

A special remark is necessary on tumbler formes. In per
fecting, these require the paper to be turned over so that the 
leave edge of :the first printing becomes the gripper edge now. 
This is opposed to the work and turn method, which requires 
the paper to he turned over so that the same edge remains at 
the grip. 

,[umbler forml<s are likely_to br.i.ng trou ble in registes 
The slightest variatiQ i a er ize r mis osition of the 

forme on the rinting machine throws re ister out. Poor resu ts 
ensue un ess great care w ic adds to productIOn costs) is taken. 
Qenera!lly, tumbler imposition is not justified, and such formes 
are avoided; though in 13-lfiige sections aM in some combined 
IObemes tumbling is permlssI' e. 

ICHEMES Nos. 1 & 2. 8 pages (halfsheet ofoetavo): work and turn-work and tumble 

These two 8-page impositions show the difference betweeH 
ordinary and tumbler formes. 

ORDINARY TUMBLER 

'9 £: z L '9 

18 8 7 2 lB 8 5 4 

Imposition schemes may be marked on the imposing surface, 
on to a lay or trial sheet, or as a reduced diagram on a slip 
of paper. The latter may be produced as a complete guide to 
Imposition and show not only the position of pages, but also 
bear details of the scope and kind of job, furniture allowances 
nnd also full production notes as affecting imposition. The 
ilccompanying scheme is offered as a suggested guide. 
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IMPOSITION DRAFT NO .•••.••..• 

CUSTOMER 

JOB 

No. OF PAGES 
IN JOB 

PER SECTION 

PER FORME 

SO MANY UP 

PRESSROOM 
MACHINE 

METHOD OF PERFECTING 

SHEETWORK 

HALFSHEETWORK 

PAPER 
PRINTING SIZE 

PAGE SIZE 

TRIM INS. EMS PTS. 

HEADS 

TAILS 

FORE-EDGE 

WAREHOUSE 
FOLDING 

HAND 

MACHINE 

IMPOSmON 
KIND 

DESCRIPTION 

NO. OF FORMES 

SIGNATURE 
ACTUAL 

KIND 

POSITION 

FOLIOS· ... ... ........ 1'0 .. .. .......... 

FOLDING MARKS ON PAGES 

TACK MARKS 

COLLATION MARKS 

FURNITURE 
HEADS 

BACKS 

FORE-EDGE 

TAILS 

CENTRE GUTTERS 

LONG CROSS 

SHORT CROSS 

DRAFT SHEET 

···· ·····OF.· ... .... 

If· ...... ····· 
~ -~ 
._ .L, 

-, , 

, 
, -,; 

\> 
!~ ' 

" 

f 

. 
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Schemes are assumed to consist of upright pages unless others 
are expressly requested, or the dimensions of the pages clearly 
indicate otherwise. 

Where a printed blank sheet is not used for noting down the 
imposition, and schemes consequently need to be drawn entirely, 
it is best to adopt a scale of reduction, say 1 em (12 pt.) to 
equal 1 inch. 

Write in the folios the way in which they should appear. 
This will reduce the likelihood of having a page upside down 
in the forme. 

Distinction must be made between folios 6 and 9. A full 
point or comma after each, thus, 6. 9. 6, 9, is generally sufficient. 
In sheetwork, signatures and complementary signatures appear 
on the pages that are to bear them, and 'Outer and inner formes 
are indicated. 

MARGINS 

Besides the fdlios, all the margins should be marked in, either 
as words (' backs', 'heads', etc.); as a\jbreviations (e.g., H= 
heads); or as reference symbols (*, t, etc.). Where the latter 
are used, a legend or code sJ;J.Ould be added outside the scheme 
stating clearly which margins the various symbols represent, thus 

* - *=heads F-F=feet 
a -o=backs G- G=gutters 

Marginal allowances are influenced 'by the method of binding 
and the number O'f sections in the printed work. The margins 
vary according as the volume is 

(a) stabbed, spirexed, or plastoized ; 
(b) insetted; 
(c) lbooksewn; 
Cd) sidenoted. 

The sections are sewn or stitched, except where spirex wire 
or pia stoic fastening holds them. ' Sewn' implies thread, and 
, stitched' implies wire. Substances also used for securing sec
tions include silken cord, ribbon, string, etc. They may be 
taken saddlewise or flat through the paper. 

The sections of stabbed, spirexed or plastoized books are held 
by the fastenings that .go through from the first to the last page. 
Flat securing therefore occurs, and at least a pica is lost in the 
backs of each page. Normally, the amount so lost must be made 

I 
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'~ .ood by an additional allowance in the forme. Spirex and 
plattoIc binding !both use single 'leaves, so that, wherever the 
book is opened, the pages lie flat. A liberal allowance is needed 
tor piercing the holes through which the wire, etc., is led. The 
leaves are trimmed all round, and additional space may need to 
be allowed for the slight loss in trimming. 

Insetted sections, which are usually saddle stitched, require 
adjustment in the back furniture according to the thickness of 
the stock used for printing. Details are given in the chapter 
on Insetted Schemes. 

Booksewn sections are those commonly seen in volumes, the 
lucceeding sets of pages lying one after the other. They are 
attached to each other, and to bands or mull, by thread. Where, 
at the binding stage, a full rounding of the back is desired, the 
Hctions are drawn well into the case, and back marginal space 
dlllppears. This needs 'Close attention and an additional allow
ance may be needed to make good the loss. 

Sidenoted sections have references in the back or fore-edge 
marain, sometimes in 'both. Adjustments to furniture are often 
necessary. 

The accompanying diagram illustrates the parts of a forme. 

11V.L I lV~ - - 'lIV~ 1.IV.1 

., ., 
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TRIM 

The edges of books, pamphlets, etc., are cut to bring their 
pages down to proper size and aIso to clean and square them. 
In bookwork, allowances to be made concern the head, fore
edge and foot of indi~idual pag~. . The backs are seldom 
trimmed. In single-leaf jobwork, tnm IS usual all round. 

The actual amount to be removed varies a~cording to the 
printer's house style, the kind of book, and. van0l!s other con
s-ideratlions. Impositors tend to measure III pomts o~ er:ns, 
and allow, say, one pica pe~ t~immed edge. The gmllotme 
gauge is, however, marked . III mches,. halves, quarters, a!1d 
eighths of an inch. It is therefore much better when the tnm 
allowance is made in the latter measure~ents. 1 . 

It is to be remembered, that where ·a glVen amount, say 4" lllC~, 
is to be taken off each edge normally trimmed, the book Will 
be reduced in size two elements in its depth (head and foot) 
and only Dne element in its width (fore-edge). .. 

Amounts in points may readily be calculated III mche.s or 
fractions of an inch by using the basis of 72 pts. = one mch. 
A handy norm is the thick or 3 pt. lead. 

pts. 
3 
6 
9 

12 
18 

1/24 of an inch 
1/12 
t 
i-
~ 
4 

Diagrams of schemes may bear the indicat~on of trim. A 
dotted or coloured line, drawn at the proper distance from the 
edges, shows clearly the amount allowed. 

... : .. .... ... ..... .... . 

In a succession of formes, in which the8pace is stabi~ized 
for the various margins, testing for the accuracy Df furniture 
in the forme is best performed with ~etal ga.uges cut to t~e 
exact space per margin.. Brass r.ule IS admm:ble. Use~ In 
.conjunction with the straightedge, I~ makes possrble a qUicker 
check than is likely with the straightedge alone, and often 
localizes discrepancies in the furniture allowances. 
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MACHINES 

bookwork is now folded mechanically. Many kinds of 
machine exist, each with operational features peculiar 

, Although present-day models may be set ·up to accom
·>modate various schemes of · imposition, there is a recommended 
··r&nae of schemes, usually embodied in a booklet, that the par
e10ular manufacturers issue. It is advisable, therefore, for the 
Impositor not only to consult and take guidance from the' booklet, 
but also to confer with the ibinder before proceeding to impose. 

MAKINO MARGIN - OLD METHOD 

A common - and bad - method of arranging margins by 
means of a folded sheet of paper persists in the trade. It has 
ab. merit of quickness, but the demerits of inaccuracy, ambiguity 

. and 'Slackness. 
, It cannot too strongly be condemned for work in which any 
.tIlnblance of quality is desired. Because it is to be avoided, 
', tht method wil'l not be explained here, but the chief reasons 
. for its condemnation are set out. 

A sheet of paper taken at random for folding to the paper 
",.e in the joh may, or may not, be of exa'ct dimensions. If it "!t ... , not, then inaccuracies must ensue from the outset. Should 
if, . .. . chosen sheet be exa·ct, then the merest divagation in folding 
", page size will result in a measuring basis which is erroneous. 
." . rther, a sheet of paper is usually too flexible to constitute a 
\ ~' Hlla'ble means for measuring. A slight twisting, distension, 
. w.aring, or cuding at edges, increases the possibility of error. 

Where type pages are not centred on the paper, then the 
.m.thod 'becomes clumsy and confusing. Trim allowances, too, 

,: are ·thenless readily seen and allowed for . 
It 'Should !be standard practice to set down on paper, in figures, 

the amounts of furniture for all margins, trim allowances, etc. 
AmibiguHy cannot then enter into the matter. If desired, a 
layout showing the type pages in position, with appropriate 
margins, may 'be prepared. 

r ... CK MARK 

Aids to perfeyting at press and folding in the warehouse exist 
"m round-headed tacks. These are driven into furniture in ·the 

·j\lorme, but remain at type height. Thus, during the run they 
~lnkl and print generally at or near the edge of the paper. Their 
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position is of great importance, since they often indicate 
1. Gripper edge and I or lay edge (as desired) on the press; 
2. First and second side printed (where this may need to 

be known) in ha1fsheetwork: the first side carries one 
tack mark, the perfecting print carries a second tack 
mark; 

3. Lay edge on the folding machine. 
Most usually they fall in the trim and are removed when the 

finished work is cleaned up on the guillotine. 

CHAPTER THREE 

TERMINOLOGY 

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE WORDS :and expressions most commonly 
uted in imposition. They have been brought together under 
one heading to assist reference, but each is dealt with at length 
In the particular chapter ,in which it occurs. 

ACCCllUlION : scc Concertina. 
AlrRIU!lK IIIONATURR: see Starred 

IllInaturc. 
lACK: tho vertical space opposite 

10 Iho rme-edae. 
IACKINQ PAon.: thllie that fall 

on oppo.h. aldel llf the paper. 
115 and 6, 21 Rnd 22. 

lACKING ur: 100 Perroclina. 
DACK IITlW MCTHlHl: sec Collu

tlon murk!. 
IINDINO: descriptive of furniture. .tc., in a forme that is riding 

Iliialnst other furniture out 01' 
position. 

BLACK~ STEP METHOD: sec Colla
tion marks. 

BLED EDGE: that in which the 
printed matter runs right to 
the edge of the paper. 

BLEED: to run printed matter to 
the edge of the paper. 

BOOKSEWN: secured by means of 
thread that passes through suc
ceeding sections and on to 
mull, cords, tapes, etc. 

BROAD PAGES: those having greater 
width than depth; also known 
as oblong or landscape. 

BROADSIDE: the full size of a 
named paper, e.g., crown = 15 x 
20 in. 

CENTRE GUTTERS : the space' bet
ween fore-edges in the middle 
of a forme of 32 pages, etc. 

CENTRE IMPOSITION: that in which 
the scheme is originated from 
the middle and not the near
side left-hand corner. 

CENTRE SIGNATURE : that appear
ing in a centred scheme of 
imposition. 

CHASE: a metal frame, with or 
without crossbar(s), used to 
hold the printing surface on 
machine, etc. 

CLOSED CORNER: the corner of 
the forme diagonally opposite 
to the thin ends of foots tick 
and sidestick. 

C0l:LATION MARKS : printed plain 
hnes or dots appearing in the 
backs of sections as a series of 
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steps and intended to assist 
collating in the bindery; also 
known as ' back step' or' black 
step' method. 

COMMON PAGES: upright pages 
(q.v.). 

COMMON SCHEMES: those observ
ing the standard or traditional 
rules. 

COMPLEMENTARY SIGNATURE: that 
used to identify the inner 
forme in sheetwork, as B2, c2, 
etc.; sometimes known as the 
inner signature. 

COMPOUND SCHEME: one contain
ing elements of different jobs. 

CONCERTINA: a kind of fold in 
which the paper is in w forma
tion; also known as accordion 
or zig-zag. 

CON TIN U 0 U S SECTIONS: see 
Sequential sections. 

CROSSBAR: a supporting bar nor
mally centred across or along 
the inside of a chase, either 
fixed or removable. 

DOWEL MOUNT: one consisting of 
a trued metal base into which 
wooden dowels, or plugs, have 
b;:en inserted. 

DRESSING FORME: placing furni
ture, etc., around type pages in 
chase; also known as ' furnish
ing the forme.' 

DUODECIMO: see Twelvemo. 
ENCHASE: to put a chase round 

pages on the imposing surface. 
EVEN PAGES: those having an 

even number - 2, 4, 6, etc. 
FACING PAGES: those that lie 

opposite each other when 
printed, as 6 and 7. 

FEET: the space I:>elow pages; 
also known as Tails. 

FIRST CUT: that by which paper 
printed halfsheetwise is separ-

ated into two distinct copies. 
FLAT STITCHING: that in which 

the stitches are driven through 
the side of the booklet from 
first page to last page, in con
tradistinction to saddle stitch
ing. 

FLY LEAF: an unprinted leaf 
attached to one printed. 

FOLDING CHASES: a set of two or 
four chases having thin or re
cessed rims to enable space 
between chases to be reduced. 

FOLDING MACHINE: a mechanical 
means of folding paper, often 
having operational methods 
that enforce a particular kind 
of imposition. 

FOLDING MARK: a printing ele
ment, usually a thin rule, put 
into the forme to assist in fold
ing the paper after printing. 

FOLIO!: a page number. 
FOLl02: the first subdivision of 
" the broadside, by which half 

the area of this is given. 
FOLl03: a collection of two pages 

in imposition. 
FOOTSTlCK: as Sidestick. 
FORE-EDGE: the space at the un

bound upright edge of a book, 
opposite to the back. 

FORME: the name for the col
lected printing elements, furni
ture, quoins and chase". 

FURNISHING FORME: see Dressing 
forme . 

FURNITURE: wooden or metal 
spacing elements, ranging in 
thickness from 3 to 12 ems 
and placed between pages, etc., 
in the forme. 

GAUGE: a piece of brass, etc., 
cut to the size of a particular 
margin in bookwork and used 
to test the accuracy of the 
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a succession of 

EDGE: the edge of the 
paper taken by the machine 
grIppers. 

O~R: the space between two 
pages; ~ometimes particular
Ized to mean the space between 
two pairs of pages; loosely 
applied in the composing room 

" to the space at internal feet or 
I fore-edge. 

, iALPSHEETWORK: that in which 
the paper IS printed on both 
sides from the same forme, 
and then cut to provide two 
copies of the forme. 

UJ!AD: the space above a page. 
'·IIAD 1'0 1"001': descriptive of 

type pIlaOI Imposed so that the 
tiud of one is next to the foot 
of the other. 

HIAD TO I'IEAD: descriptive of 
typo paaCI imposed with their 
!'iud, cominll together, where
by on. paae lies the reverse 
wlY round. 

HIDDIN l'ONATU1Ul.S: those not 
Ippenrlnll in the finished print. 

IMPOSIl: to lay down and secure 
pBlles in chase preparatory to 
printing. 

IMPOSING SURFACE: a planed 
Iteel, level table for receiving 
type · elements in imposition; 
also known as the stone. 

IMPOSITOR: the person who im
poses pages; often known as 
the stonehand. 

INNER FORME: that in sheetwork 
having, among others, the 
second, third, antepenultimate 
and penultimat~ pages of the 
section. 

INNER SIGNATURE: see Comple
mentary signature. 

r;-.rSERTIONAL s"EcnoNs : those ar
ranged to go within each other, 
as in quirewise imposition; 
opposite to Sequential sections. 

INSET SIGNATURE: see Starred 
signature. 

INSETIED IMPOSITION: that in 
which the various sections are 
imposed to go within, and not 
follow after, each other; also 
known as quirewise imposition. 

INSIDE IMPOSITION: a method in 
which the scheme is originated 
from a position other than the 
near-side left-hand corner or 
the middle; cf. Centre imposi
tion. 

LAMINATED MOUNT: one made up 
of fairly wide strips of wood, 
alternated in position so that 
the tendency to warping is 
reduced. 

LANDSCAPE PAGES: see Broad" 
pages. 

LAY EDGE: that contacting the 
lay guides (particularly side 
lay) on the machine. 

LAYING DOWN: imposing pages. 
LEAVE EDGE: the edge of the 

paper opposite to the gripper 
edge. 

LEFT HAND PAGES: those having 
even folios. 

LOCK UP: to secure the pages in 
a forme through the tightening 
of quoins, etc. 

LONG CROSS: the crossbar extend
ing the length of the chase. 

LONG SCHEMES: those laid down 
in an extended line. 

LINE-UP DEVICE: a tool or mech
anism used on the actual 
forme for truing up, squaring 
or positioning the matter. 

MALLET: a wooden or rubber
headed driving implement for 
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use in conjunction with shoot-
ing stick. . 

MATING PAGES: those commg to
gether ill a forme, as 3 and 14 
in a halfsheet of sixteenmo. 

MOUNT: a base for a printing 
plate, usually of small dimen
sion. 

MOUNTING BOARD (OR BASE): a 
large foundation to which 
printing plates are attached. 

MOVABLE BAR: in a chase, a 
crossbar that moves within 
certain limits to allow of the 
imposition of pages of different 
sizes, etc.; cf. Removable bar. 

MULTIPLE SCHEME: one consist
ing of a duplicate, triplicate, 
etc., set of pages. 

OBLONG PAGES: see Broad pages. 
OCTAV01 : a one-eighth subdivi

sion of a paper broadside, e.g. 
crown 8vo=5 x 7+ in. 

OCTAV02 : a collection of eight 
pages in imposition. 

ODD PAGES: those with odd 
folios, 1. 3, 5, etc. 

ORDINARY 'PAGES: upright pages 
(q.v.). 

OUT AND OUT : spaced out com
pletely to a given size of 
paper. 

OUTER FORME: that in sheetwork 
having the first, last and centre 
pages of the section. 

OUTER SIGNATURE: that appearing 
in the outer forme in sheet
work, as B, C, etc. 

OUTSET: the section in insetted 
imposition containing the first 
and last pages and which con
stitutes a cover to the other 
sections. 

PARKER BOARD: a wooden mount, 
reinforced with metal at the 

corners, and scored on its 
upper surface, for multiple 
plate mounting. 

PERFECTING: printing on the 
- second-'ide of paper; also 

known as backing up. 
PERSUADER: a rr.etal l'i'!ttJdle in L 

shape, designed to exert pres
sure on the furniture in a 
forme, particularly posters. 

PLANER: a flat piece of wood 
used for levelling the' printing 
surface immediately prior to 
final lock-Up. 

PLY MOUNT : one made up of 
several slips of thin wood, so 
laid that warping, distortion, 
etc., are reduced. 

PORTRAIT PAGES: see upright 
pages. 

QUARTO 1 : a one-fourth subdivi
sion of a paper broadside, e.g. 
crown 4to=7tx 10 in. 

QUART02 : a collection of four 
pages in imposition. 

QUIRE WISE IMPOSITION: see In
setted imposition. 

QUOIN: a wooden or metal 
wedge, expanding element, etc., 
used to hold the forme to-
gether. . 

QUOIN KEY: a metal rod of SUIt
able shape used to lock and 
unlock mechanical quoins. 

RECESSED BAR: a stepped rim in 
certain kinds of folding chases 
to allow of these being brought 
close together. 

RECTO PAGES: right-hand pages. 
REGISTER TABLE: a glass-topped 

frame, fitted with interior 
lights, used to check the pOSI· 
tion of backing pages on a 
perfected sheet. 
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REGLET : a wooden spacing ele
ment, ranging in thickness from 
6 to 24 pts. 

REMOVABLE BAR : a crossbar that 
may be completely taken out 
of the chase; cf. Movable bar. 

RIGHTHAND PAGE'"s: those having 
odd folios. 

ROLL FOLD: a kind of fold in 
which the paper is turned in 
and in. 

RUN-ROUND: the 'movement' or 
• direction' of the pages in 
imposition; the particular ar
rangement of pages in an 
imposition scheme. 

SADDLE STITCHING: passing wire 
thl'OlIllh thc spine of a book
let. etc .. fl'om the outside to 
I he cont re Rprelld. in contra
dllllnclltln 10 nut stitching. 

IAI'/lTV QUOIN: a quoin put into 
ChllRC merely to hold furniture, 
olc .• IIli\hlly In place. 

IIIIWIIUN: n cUillplele Rct of pnaes 
In II bUllk. 

IItQUnNl'IA/. Imt'l/UNH: thOle IIr
rllnlleu nne: nnci' nnuthcr. n8 
In urdlnllry bonk work. also 
known n~ C(lnlinllOu8 scctlons; 
opposite to InsJrtionnl sections. 

SEWN: the description implying 
the securing of printed sections 
with thread, as opposed to 
wire stitched. 

SEXT01: a one-sixth subdivision 
of a paper broadside, e.g., 
crown 6to=6t x 7t in. 

SEXT02: a collection of six pages 
in imposition. 

SEXTODECIMO: see Sixteenmo. 
SHEET OF ITS OWN: a sheet of 

the paper upon which the job 
is to be printed. 

SHEETWORK: that in which two 
formes - an outer and an 

C 

inner - are required to get 
perfect copies; also known as 
Work and Back. 

SHOOTING STICK: a metal or 
plastic rod. used to lock and 
unlock wedge-shaped quoins. 

SHORT CROSS: the crossbar ex
tending the width of the chase. 

SIDESTlCK: a tapered piece of 
wood or metal used in con
junction with wedge-shaped 
quoins for locking up . 

SIGNATURE: an identifying sym
bol appearing on certain pages. 

SIGNING: adding signatures to a 
section. 

SIXTEENM01 : a one-sixteenth sub
division of a paper broadside, 
e.g., crown 16mo=3t x 5 in. 

SIXTEENM02 : a collection of six
teen pages in imposition. 

SIXTYFOURMOl: a one-sixtyfourth 
subdivision of a paper broad
side, e.g., crown 64mo = 1 t x 
2t in. 

SIXTYFOURM02 : a collection of 
sixtyfoul' pages in imposition. 

SI'Ll'l1'INO: cutting printed sheets 
into main parts, especially in 
obtaining the two sets of pages 
in perfected halfsheetwork. 

SPRINGING FORME : one in which 
some of the matter is bowed 
or off its feet, often caused by 
warped furniture. 

SQUARE PAGE: one being as wide 
(or nearly so) as it is deep, e.g .. 
crown square twelvemo 5 
x 5 in.; medium square twelve
mo 5t x 6 in. 

STARRED SIGNATURE: one includ
ing an asterisk, as c*, and 
denoting traditionally an in
setted section. 
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STITCHED : the description imply
ing the securing of printed 
sections with wire, as opposed 
to thread. 

STONE: familiar name for impos
ing surface. 

STONEHAND: the familiar name 
for impositor. 

STRAIGHTEDGE: a perfectly true 
and straight length of steel, 
used to check the line-up of 
pages, etc. 

SUNK SIGNATURE: one that does 
not print because it has been 
reduced to quad height. 

TACK MARK: the print of a tack 
head, put into the forme to 
identify lay edge, etc. 

TAILS: see Feet. 
THIRTYTWOM01 : a one-thirty

second subdivision of a paper 
broadside, e.g., crown 32mo = 
2t x 31- in. 

THIRTYTWOM02 : a collection of 
thirtytwo pages in imposition. 

TRIM: an amount of margin 
taken off to bring a book 
down to its proper size and 
also to clean its edges. 

TRIMMING: cutting to size, truing, 
and cleaning the edges of a 
printed work. 

TUMBLER: a forme that, for per
fecting, requires the paper to 
be turned over so that the 

other long edge is presented to 
the grippers. 

TWEL VEMO!: a one-twelfth sub
division of a papet broadside, 
e.g., crown common J2mo = 
31- x 61 in.; also known as 
Duodecimo. 

TWELVEM02 : a collection of 
twelve pages in imposition. 

TWENTYFOURM01 : a one-twenty
fourth subdivision of a paper 
broadside, e.g. crown 24mo = 
2t x 5 in. 

TWENTYFOURM02: a collection of 
twentyfour pages in imposition. 

UPRIGHT PAGE: that in which the 
width is less than the depth. 

VERSO PAGES: left-hand pages. 
WORK AND BACK: another name 

for sheetwork. 
WORK AND SHIFT: printing in one 

position, then moving the lays 
(or forme) to allow printing 
on the same side in a different 
position. 

WORK AND TUMBLE: the descrip
tion of printing from tumbler 
formes. 

WORK AND TURN: halfsheetwork 
perfected by shortcross turning. 

WORK AND TWIST: a method of 
printing in which the forme is 
printed, the paper being then 
turned halfway round and 
printed again on the same side. 

ZIG-ZAG: see Concertina fold. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

SIGNATURES 

SIGNATURES ARE A MEANS of identifying formes. They may 
consist of 

(a) Roman numerals; 
(b) letters of the alphabet; 
(c) Arabic 'figures. 

Roman numerals. Originally, Roman numerals were used as 
siaoatures. They appeared as, e.g., Biij. 

Letters of the alphabet. Traditionally, signatures are letters 
of the alphabet. Capitals of a 'small type size suffice. The 
letters A, J, V, Ware omi'tted, 'because A is reserved for the 
preliminary matter and WO'llld appear on the bastard title page. 
The letters J, V, and W were lacking in the Roman alphabet 
when originally adopted (source of confusion ij uv). 

Arabic figures. Because Roman numerals and letters of the 
alphabet are somewhat clumsy and unhelpful, Arabic figures 
are becoming increasingly used. Small sizes or superiors of the 
tex.t body size 'Iook well. The chief advantage of figures is that 
the sequence of signatures is instantly known and complications 
do not arise when the book has many pages. Confusion may, 
however, occur in sheetwork with inner formes, thus first forme 
- outer= 1 ; inner= 1 (2); second forme - outer=2; inner= 
2 (2) 

Their employment is almost universal and they are useful 
in 

c2 

(a) the/composing room - to. the composi~or,. imnos!tor.,. 
ana proofreader, as a glllde . to the fohos III a given 
section. Bookwork formes are often referred to by 
signature and not by folios; 
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(b) the machine room - to identify the formes and the 
folios these contain ; to distinguish the outer from the 
inner forme; and sometimes to indicate the gripper 
edge; 

(c) the warehouse or bindery - to facilitate folding, gather
ing, collating; 

(d) the librarian - to assist him in his bibliography. 

Signatures may be, and often are 
(a) doubJed, trebled , etc. ; 
(b) augmented with an asterisk; 
(c) accompanied by additional identification. 

They may be used alone or in conjunction with 
(a) collation marks; 
~b) tacks. 

They appear on a righthand page and are most usuallyposi
tioned ,below Ithe text matter, in the foot margin, 

(a) ranging with the lefthand edge of the type; or 
~b) towards the righthand edge of the text. 

They may be referred to as: 
(a) .. outer signature (e.g., C in sheetwork) ; 
(b) inner {or complementary) signature (e.g., C2 in sheet

work) ; 
(c) inset (or starred)signa'ture (e.g., C* in insetted sections). 

Doubling, etc., of signature. When letters are used, there is 
an orderly progression through the aJphabet (subject to the 
omissioOns mentioned). If the book consists of many pages, 
signatUres beyond Z may be needed. The alphabet is then used 
again, either doubled AA (Aa), or com!bined with a figure 2A. 
The former is preferable, because the latter may be confused 
with inner formes in sheetwork. Note that A - or rather AA 
~ is ,bfO'ught in when the alphabet is used for the second time. 
In a really large hook, the clumsiness of letter signatures becomes 
apparent AAAA (or 4A). 

Asterisk signature. The asterisk * is added to a signature 
to mar'k an insertion. This may be an offcut section, as in some 
12-page schemes, e.g., 8=8 pages, 'and B*:;::centre four pages. 

I: 

I 

Fe' 
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''1' Or;, m.y 'PP'" in, ,""",,,ion of fo,m" impo,'" '0' "",uing 
' :,i or quiring, first sectioOn B (or 1); second section C* (oOr 2*). 

The asterisk 'should be set close to the signature C* ; 4*. 

HIDDEN SIGNATURES 

Objection to the appearance of signatures is sometimes made 
on the greund that they are unsightly. Where the oObjection is 
Ill'stained,signatures may yet be inserted in the forme, and 
,'em-ain unprinted in the completed work. 

Two ways of ,accomplishing this suggest themselves : 
1. By 'lIs'ing signature letters .or figures lower than type 

height; . 

2. By positioning signatures so that they are cut away 
when the book is trimmed. 

[n the -first instance, the feet may be cut away from the signa
tures, leaving these of quad height. They are thus perfectly 
visible to the impositor and machine minder, but do not print. 
A disadv.arltageis that the warehouse and bindery staff lose 
much guidance. 

The second method retains in the factory all the advantages 
of the normal procedure. Every productive department is helped. 
Additional work is, however, entailed in imposing and position
ing 'the signatures so that they do, in fact, cut away in the trim. 

Hidden, missing or sunk signatures have the grave disadvan
tage :that they can give 110 assistance in the event of the book 
be:ing rebound. 

COLLATION MARKS 

Collation marks are small printed elements in the backs of 
the sections making up a book. They may appear as black 
squares • (e.g., type-high mutton quads) or as black lines I 
(e.g., 3-pt. full face rule). Their :actual s'ize depends on the 
thickness of the section when folded. 

As they are intended to assist collation (i.e., checking) of the 
order of printed, folded sections in the bindery, they are inserted 
as a series of steps. Thus, the collation mark for the first section 
might be let into the backs opposite the headline. The collation 
mark in the second section would be 'an em lower; in the third 
section, two ems lower, and so oOn . 
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When the sections are printed, folded and gathered, they 
should show a progression of collation marks : 

Where a section is missing, turned or out of order, the mistake 
is instantly 'Shown by the 'Steps not being in perfect sequence. 
The very greatest care is needed in positioning the collation 
marks from section to section. 

The method is also known as the ' ,back' step or ' black' step 
method. 

TABLE OF SIGNATURES 
In the following talble, the first folio for each section is given 

from the first to the fiftieth section. The table is compiled for 
sheetwork, Thus, the first page of the eigbfh signature of a 
work in sheets of octavo is seen to be 113. 

'If the impositions are arranged for halfsheetwork;, use the 
subdivisional size next below that specified. . Thus, were the 
above example for halfsheets of octavo, the first page of tue 
eighth signature would be 57, as supplied by the quarto column ... 

Ir"'-" .. 
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. ~ 
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TABLE OF SIGNATURES 

Signa-
ture Folio 4to 8vo 12mo 16mo 

1 B 

2 c 

3 D 

4 E 

1 1 

5 9 17 

9 17 33 

13 25 49 

25 33 

49 65 

73 97 

5 F 17 33 65 97 129 

6 0 21 41 81 121 161 
7 H 25 49 97 145 193 

8 I 29 57 113 169 225 
9 K 33 65 ' 129 193 257 

10 L 37 73 145 217 289 
11 M 41 81 161 241 321 

12 N 45 89 177 265 353 

13 0 49 97 193 289 385 
14 p 53 105 209 313 417 
15 Q 57 113 225 337 449 

16 R 61 121 241 361 481 

17 S 65 129 257 385 513 
18 T 69 137 273 409 545 
19 u 73 145 289 433 577 

20 x 
21 y 

22 z 

77 153 305' 457 609 

81 161 321 481. 641 

85 169 337 505 673 

23 AA 89 177 353 . 529 705 
24 BB 93 185 369 553 737 

25 cc 97 193 385 577 769 

Signa-
ture Folio 4to 8vo 12mo 16mo 

26 DD 101 201 401 601 801 

27 EE 105 209 417 625 833 

28 FF 109 217 433 649 865 
29 GG 113 225 449 673 897 

30 HH 117 233 465 697 929 
31 II 121 241 481 721 961 

32 KK 125 249 497 745 993 
33 LL 129 257 513 769 1025 

34 MM 133 265 529 793 1057 
35 NN 137 273 545 817 1089 

36 00 141 281 561 841 1121 
37 pp 145 289 577 865 1153 

38 QQ 149 297 593 889 1185 
39 RR 153 305 609 913 1217 

40 S5 157 313 625 937 1249 
41 'IT 161 321 641 961 1281 

42 uu 165 329 657 985 1313 

43 xx 169 337 673 1009 1345 
44 yy 173 345 689 1033 1377 

45 zz 177 353 705 1057 1409 

46 AAA 181 361 721 1081 1441 

47 BBB 185 369 737 1105 1473 

48 eee 189 377 753 1129 1505 
49 DDD 193 385 769 1153 1537 

50 EEE 197 393 785 1177 1569 



CHAPTER FIVE 

SHEETWORK AND HALFSHEETWORK 

@!£UONS ~ BOOKWO~K, ETC.? are printed either 
(Ci} sheetwise ; or. 
(b)..b.21f~~. 

¥, The former term means that the 'Complete sheet of paper is 
used to provide a 'Copy of all the pages in a given section. 
The latter term means that 'the sheet of paper, after printing, is 
divided in half, whereby two copies are obtained of the pages 

(, in the section. 

l
~'!·' Imposition is influenced ·by whichever method is selected, and 
," lome important differences exist in the constitution 'Of the vari'Ous 
'. formes. 
~( In sheetwor . 'sheet of a er ives one copy of the section:.. 
~t ~'iW,9uires tw'O formes, s<;> impose at the first ?f these 
L. prmtsoneslde of the paper, whIle the second forme pnnts the 
J'" other side of the paper. The formes are known respectively as 
',"L,, the' o~' (whi,c~ contains ,amo~g others t~e first a~d the last 

c pages of the sectIOn), and 'the '~' (whIch contams among 
> others the second and the penultImate pages). 

rl ' , Another name sometimes given, especially by pressmen, to 
~7 this method, is ~, and back. 
. A signature is allotted to the oute.! forme (e.g., signature B) 

and a' complementary signature (B2) to the inner. ~ place in 
either forme for the signature is on the firsfr'lgnthand page. 

~'~ ------ ---- ----.: -
.f,'. 

I""',', !CHEME No.3. Sheet of octavo;, 

In a s~.t of octavo the number of pages is aixteel}, imposed 
as two separate -l'ormes. There is a regular alternation of two 
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in the sequence of folios for sheetwork formes. The folios are, 
therefore, apportioned as to 

Outer 1 4 5 8 9 12 13 16 
Inner 2 3 6 7 10 11 14 15 

And the formes appear 

8 '6 

IB 16 13 4 

Inner 

'9 n or L 

3B2 14 15 2 

(

In halfsheetwork, aU the pages in .a section are printed on 
onesrae of the piper. This is turned over, printed on the 
second side, and then 'cut in half. Tho copies are thus provided. 

Inasmuch as perfecting in halfsheetwork may be practised 
with formes that are imposed for tumbling, as well as for normal 
turning over, of the paper , the use of {he expression' work and 
t~~ ,as tan alternative for .... haltsheetworlC' IS madvlsable. .-"

en . De word sneetworK or hallfsheetwork IS hl11Ceato the 
subdivisional name of a paper bwadside (e.g., quarto, sixteenmo), 
the number of pages in the section is readily ascertained. 

Octavo 8 (pieces from the . broadside). 
Thus, a sheet of octavo contains 16 pages; 

a halfsheet of octavo contains 8 pages. 
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This . arithmetic~l relationship shows that the number of pages 
in a gIven sheet IS equal to the number in a halfsheet of the 
next subdivision of the broadside, as set forth in the following 
table: 

sheet of No. of pages halfsheet of 
folio 4 quarto 
quarto 8 octavo 
octavo. 16 sixteenmo 
sixteenmo 32 thirtytwomo 
thirtytwomo 64 sixtyfourmo 

HALFSHEETWORK INTO SHEETWORK 

Questions of policy, suita'bi1i'ty of presses, production demands 
etc.,. affecting the choice of halfsheet or sheetwork printing li~ 
outsIde the range of this ,book. But it may be observed that a, 
c~mon schem~id down ~as a h~be conveJj.ed-.in:tQ 
~ sheet (of the next hIgher subdivWlOn .)llel"eiY by dividing at 
tnesfiOi! criss: 'fuLll.l=~s 'arranged to the left as a ~.ee-:r 
QL:r"6pobecome thus a sheet of 8~ 

SCHEMES Nos. 4 & s. Halfsheet of sixteenmo turned into sheet of octavo. -
HALFSHEET OF 16MO SHEET OF 8vo 

Z H vI 11£ 

Z ~I vI £ 

7 10 11 6, 

7 10 11 6, divided Inner forme 
. +here 7! 

8 '6 zr ~ becomes' 
0.\, 8 '6 ZI ~ 

IB 16 13 4 
IB 16 13 4 

Outer forme 

,. 



CHAPTER SIX 

JOBWORK 

COMPOSITORS SOMETIMES DEFINE JOBWORK as matter of one sheet, 
which may consist of several pages. In imposition, however, 
one generally regards only single-page or two-page formes as 
jo'bwork. Those containing four pages Qr more come within 
the purview of booklet or bookwork, even though their content 
is of the nature of tracts, displayed pu'hlici'ty, etc. 

In general, jobwork (of one or two pages) should be imposed 
with the head near the impositor. The chase is placed round 
the matter and the forme dressed with furniture of the required 
amount. The disposition of the furniture and lockup devices 
requires some thought. No furniture should bind, otherwise 
letters may drop from the forme or be drawn out later by the 
inking rollers. Some impositors like to overlap furniture and 
sidesticks, etc., in a circular order, as in (a). This is satisfactory 
where nothing protrudes. Otherwise damage to material may 
result, and dressing as ,at ~b) is preferable. 

(a) '--____ --'""" (b) 

--..J---_ 
~~--------~~ 

The position of furniture and quoins is ,decided by the kind 
of platen machine upon which the job is to be printed. The 
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length of the 'printing surface usually runs the length of the 
platen. On this machine paper is laid to gauges, placed !it o~e 
of the long eages and one of the' short edges. ~he object In 

dressing is to arrange the ifurniture so that the m~rgmal spaces at 
these edges do no:t vary in the event of an al'teratlOn to the forme 
(e.g., 'a last-minute correction) af·ter the lay has been found. 
Consequently, lockup is effected opposite t<? the lay .edges. 

The actual pos;ition of quoins, however, IS determmed by 
(a) the kind of job; 
(b) the 'type of platen mach'ine: . . . 

Agreeing that the platen surface IS longer than It IS high, and 
that the length of 'the printing surface. normall~ run~ the length 
of the platen, It 'is found that an ordmary uprIght Job has one 
of its edges - a'Ild not its head - bottommost. Whereas an 
oblong job has ilts head bottommost. 

01 ldUIan" pu" Auap auo 
-aUB .I'Baq: ~aAau .hato asn-e:o<lq 
'''nnJl 1"~lJlaWoall JO spunoJll 
aql JO 1 u" JOull! u!" waJ Aaql 
''''ll A"S 01 pJnsq" aq PinON> 
lJ pUR ! SUOnU.11SuOmap at{l ' 
eS!.M.9}{H u.::rl1al pU'B putqs.rapun 
lnq 4'&.lowaw ol S'UI<J.I03t{l 
aql :nUIWO~ AldwlS lOU op 
Allawoa1i' ureal oq.'II\. SUOS.1<ld. 

Oblong job on platen machine 

Platens subject to this method. ~f, f~edin~ ,incl~de th~ 
• Cropper', ' Golding J olYber " 'Phoemx , Victoria and Arab. 

I
, 

. 
L· } 

; ' ,':. 
~: I 

",: , ' 
,. 

I 

t 
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The head of 'the page, if upright, should stand in the machine 
to the left, and lockup should be made as shown in the diagram 
above. 

If the page is O'blong the head appears in a different position 
but the principle of locking is the same, 'as seen in this diagram. 

LOCK-U P 

01 ldman" pu" huap auo 
-.hU11 .reaq JilAau .hatH asn-eoaq 
SqlnJl 1"~ lJl"UIoal! ]0 spunoJll .. 
a'll JO lU"Joulll UI"UIaJ hatn ::> 
WQl h"S 01 pJnsq" aq PInOlA ' 
II pu-n ! sU0rJ.1:?.llSUOWap aql ~ 
~sJM.al{n u.reay pU"B putlis.lapun g 
lnq 'A:.Ioruaur 01 S'tUa.I09ttl...l 
aql l!UIUIO~ hldUIIS lOU op 
A.JlfHuoa.2 U.1"8ar oq \'\. SUQS.H3d 

Automatically-fed platens usually draw the paper to the right. 
Consequently, the position of lockup is reversed from that shown 
above. Machines requiring such include the 'Thompson
British' and' Heiddberg' - as in the diagrams below. 

LOC K· UP LOCK~UP 

Ol ldUIan" pu" huap auG 
-A':u-e .Il:l:aq .taAau Aaql 3Sn'8:aaq 

.. SqlnJl I"aplamoall JO spUnOJll 
::> a'll JO lU1<JOul!1 U!"UIaJ haql 

~ i;q~u;"S !~~tr~~~is~o'::ia~lnz:. 
o as!IAa>!!! UJ"al pu" pU"lSJapun 
..t lnq 'hJOUIaUI 01 SUIa.toal1l 

a'll llUIUIoa hldUI!s lOU op 
A.IlaWOa~ u.n:aI oqM. SUOS'Jad 

Before the type matter is transferred to 'the imposing surface, 
this should 'be, wiped so that no specks of dirt, wooden splinters, 
burrs of type metal, etc., are left there. The type matter may 
then be laid on 'the surface without danger. Before any furniture 
is put round the type, the rposition of 'the pages should be checked. 
This, of course, is of vital importance, whether the forme con
tains two or thirtytwo pages. When the chase has been selected 
and surrounds 'the 'type, the furniture, etc. , may be placed, the 
page cord removed, and a • safety' quoin inserted. The' safety' 
quoin need not be of exact size: its duty is to hold the matter 
reasonably close together and prevent its falling down, should 
an accidental knocking of 'the forme take place. 

Metal furniture gives rigidity, firmness and squareness to the 
forme. Where metal quoins are used, it is advisable to insert 
a piece of wood or card !between the quoin and the furni~ure 
und ,also 'between the quoin 'and the chase. . 
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LOCKUP 
The method of locking up and the order in which the quoins 

are tightened 'are fbased on the principle that pressure should be 
exerted gradually. It has been accepted that movable type 
requires, .possibly, more foot pressure than side pressure. The 
impositor has to transmit !by s'ide and end pressures what is, in 
effect, :a diagonal tightening. The significant point of lockup 
is at the' closed' corner of the forme, i.e., the corner diagonally 
opposite 'the thin ends of foot and sidesticks. Undue tightness 
before 'final lockup will mean unsatisfactory 'bedding' of the 
type in t!Jis corner, with loss of squareness, probability of drawing 
out of letters, and, possi/bly, improper stress on the chase. 

In the accompanying diagram, the' closed' corner of the chase 
is at @. Quoins should be locked up in the order shown by 
the figures 1, 2, 3, 4. In unlocking, because the reverse effect 
occurs, pressure 'should be eased in 'the order a, b, c, d. 

(b) (d) 
3 

(a) 4 

(c) 2 

~----------~ @ 

First, the quoins, where wooden, should ·be selected and in
sertedfingertight. At this stage, the forme may be tested for 
accuracy by lifting one end 'Of it about t inch, allowing the 
opposite edge of the chase to rest on the 'imposing surface. Any 
glaring weakness of spacing or justification will !be seen instantly 
by stamps sinking below the general height. Before lockup, the 
quoins should lie at about t inch outside 'the spot they are to 
occupy when fully tightened. Two or three light strokes should 
be given with mallet on shooter at each quoin, In the recom
mended order. The type will thus have been moved very gently 
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and ev.enly towards th~ 'closed' corner. Wherever necessary, 
another round of lockmg strokes should 'be made. In a pro
perly composed forme very few strokes are needed to drive the 
matter home 'safely. 

Me~ha~ical quoips should, o~ cou~se, lie opposite the places 
.' at whICh pressure 1s to be applIed,smce they open laterally to 

become tlg~t. , Equally gradual should the pressure, by means 
of the 'quo'll1 key, ,be exerted. Also the s·uggested order of 
tightening 'should be observed. ' 

SCHEME No.6. "2 pages (halfsheet of folio). -...-

Upright 'two-page jobs, e.g., circulars, may be laid down for 
halfshe·et printing 

or 
2 2 

. The result will b~ the sal~e. But .in order to promote con
sistency, and to ~vold confusIOn, the impositor should work with 
th.e head of the Job near him. Following tradition the scheme 
Will appear ' 

SCHEME No.7. 2 pages oblong (halfsheet of folio oblong). 

Job~ing work cons!sting of a single oblong leaf printed on 
both SIdes may be prmted halfsheetwise as under: 

2 

But it .is more .likely to rbe imposed, for ease of feeding on 
the machme, etc., m the following manner: 

o 
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SCHEME No.8. First and third pages printed. 

Leaflets consisting of four pages are sometimes printed only 
on the first and third pages, the second and fourth being left 
blank. Halfsheet printing I).eeds an imposition of this kind: 

Blank 

SLIPS 

Simple labels of various kinds are often imposed and printed 
together. They may 'be placed 'side by side, or run below each 
other, whichever arrangement is more suitable. The spacing of 
these slips should be 'out-and-ou't'. 

GREEN 

BLACK GREEN RED 

RED BLACK WHITE 

WHITE 

In the bindery, it is best when a simple cut separates the 
individual slips into labels of the right 'size, without the need 
for further 'trimming. Therefore, between 'the individual slips 
an allowance should ,be made for the loss to the guillotine cut -
usually about 3 pts. 

WORK AND TWIST 

Excellent results in table and colour jobwork are obtainable 
'by means of the work and twist me'thod. Thrs requires that the 
two elements making up the job are imposed so that, after being 
printed once, the paper is turned not over but halfway round 
and printed again on the same side. The second prin'ting brings 
in'to position the two elements. 
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An example of job printing eminently 'Suited to the work and 
twist method is a blank ruled form. 

If composed and made up as a single piece, much,. time in 
setting would be consumed and gaps would probably show 
where cross and down rules meet. These disadvantages are 
overcome by making up the rules separately and placing and 
spacing them exactly in the forme. One of them is reversed. 
Economies in running are obtained by having paper double the 
size of the job required; which means that each piece gives two 
copies and h'alf the number of Sheets of paper are supplied. 

FORME MADE UP 

D2 
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A simple job has been chosen to demonstrate, but the method 
is capa'ble 0{ many useful variations and extensions. 

Since different side and front edges of the paper are presented 
to the lays on the second printing, two prerequisites to success 
are implied: 

1. Perfectly made up and spaced formes; 
2. Paper perfectly square 'and of true 'Size. 

WORK AND SHIFT 

A single forme is sometimes made up and printed in two or 
more different but adjac'ent posi'tions. This is properly a task 
of the machine man and not of the impositor. 

POSTERS 

iL'arge jobwork such as posters brings with it special problems, 
commonly those of safe lifting from the imposing surface, and 
transportation to and from the printing machine. 

Poster chases are strong, of gO'od steel, 'and with rims of great 
width. It is an advantage if lo'ckup can take place near the 
middle of the forme, so th'at the expanse of unsupported type 
matter is made as small as possible. If a crossbar can be fitted 
in, Ibenefits result. Although in such an instance lockup equip
ment must Ibe doubled, the advantages of safety and accuracy 
outweigh 't'heextra labour time and materials. 

The extra amoun't of pressure required in poster formes is 
sometimes induced ,by means of an iron saucepan-handle shaped 
tool known as the persuader. 

GRIP ALLOWANCES . 

The po'sition of the prin'ting surface in the job chase is some
times affected by the method of operation or feeding of the 
machine. Most hand-fed platens require the centring of the 
matter: 'the • Arab', • Cropper', • Phoenix' and • Victoria' are 
typical. Some automatically-fed platens (e.g., , Auto-Vic ') follow 
this rule. 

Certain minimum amounts of space are required to ensure 
safety 'to the printing surface. Projection beyond the safety 
limit might cause serious damage to type and press .• Thompson
British' and 'Heidelberg' platens are so designed that at the 
side for grip 1 em (12 pts.) and at the bottom 6 pts. are allowed 
when the type matter lies flush against the rims of the chase. 

1 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

UPRIGHT SCHEMES 

COMMON SCHEMES OF IMPOSITION are those observing the standard 
rules of imposition. They descend without alteration from the 
original or traditional methods. The study and practice of 
imposition should, therefore, be based upon them, since they 
present most clearly the principlei') applying to imposition gener
ally. 

iMos't books consist of pages which are deeper than they are 
wide. Their pages are known as • uprigh't', 'portrait' or 
• ordinary'. 

SCHEME No.9. 4 pages (halfsheet of quarto) . 

A very simple scheme that presents no difficulties. 
standard rules apply as far as applicable. 

Z £: 

IB 4 

All the 
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SCHEME No. 10. 8 pages (halfsheet of octavo). 

As shown here, the first four pages of the scheme are seen 
to run in a different direction from those in the halfs'heet of 
quarto. 

'9 

1B 8 7 2 

SCHEME No. ll·. 16 pag~s (halfsheet ofsixteenmo). 

This is an excellent scheme for testing the standard rules of 
imposition. It will !be noticed that the firyt four. pages adopt 
the direction of movement of the halfsheetof quarto. 

~I PI 

7 10 11 6, 

8 '6 

IB 16 13 4 
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SCHEME No. 12. 32 pages (halfsheet of thirtytwomo). 

The scheme shown 'below is worked out on traditional lines. 
Folding difficul'ties, however, arise, which cause it to become 
less popular than centred schemes. 

6(: 8Z '9 ot: 

13 20 21 12 11 22 19 14 

91 LI 17Z: '6 or SI 

IB 32 25 8 7 26 31 2 

SCHEME No. 13. Alterl)ative scheqle, utilizing a different method of folding. 

S SZ '9 L 

9, 24 21 12 11 22 23 10 

91 LI oz: PI 6I 8! 

IB 32 29 4 3 30 31 2 
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SCHEME No. 14. 64 pages (halfsheet of sixtyfourmo) . 

. A scheme laid down tradition'ally, 'but now not commonly 
used. Formes of 'this size are today usually imposed so that 
they print as sixtyfour pages, but, after perfecting, the .paper is 
divided and the constituent parts folded separately, then lllserted. 

z £9 O~ ~I vI I~ Z9 £: 

31 34 47 18 19 46 35 30 

9Z 6£ ZP £l ZZ £1' S£ a 

7 58 55 10 11 54 59 6, 

S u; 9~ '6 ZI £~ 09 ~ 

25 40 41 24 21 44 37 28 

Z£ ££ 81' LI OZ 9£ 6Z 

In 64 49 16 13 52 61 4 

.. 
,. : 

" ,~ . 
\ . 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

OBLONG SCHEMES 

MOST IMPOSITION SCHEMES are intended for upright pages, which 
appear in the great majori'ty of books. Where a 'broad page, 
however, is preferred (e.g., to accommodate illus'trations of rail-
way engines, ships or panoramic views), the imposition differs 
from that for upright pages. Yet no great difficulty is encoun-
tered and the standard rules apply. 

A broad page is unders'tood to be that having a width greater 
than its depth. Other names are oblong or landscape. 

, 
SCHEME No. 15. 4 pages oblong (halfsheet of quarto oblong). 

The simplest oblong imposition - four pages - departs from 
the rule that page 2 is farthest from page 1. If it were, then 
tile fold in the printed paper would come a't the head. There 
is no other exception to the rules in this scheme. It thus has a 
precisely similar taydowrt to the ordinary four-page scheme. 

In 4 
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SCHEME No. 16. 8 pages oblong (halfshect of octavo oblong). 

For convenience, the pages are laid out in a series extending 
away from the impositor. This scheme also shows an exception 
to the general rule, in tha't the first four pages do not lie at the 
corners of the paper as in 'traditional schemes. It 'bears some 

_ resemblance to the long eight pager. 

Z L 

3 6, 

III 8 

SCHE:VIE No. 17. 16 pages oblong (halfsheet of sixteenmo oblong). 

This scheme conforms to the rules of imposition and no 
difficulty with it need be anticipated. 

v £I v[ £ 

5 12 II G, 

8 '6 or L 

IB 16 15 2 
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SCHEME No. 18. 32 pages oblong (halfsheet of thirtytwomo oblong). 

The 32-page oblong scheme, based on a traditional run
round, gives no trouble. 

Z 1£ O£ £ 

'15 18 19 14 

01 £Z ZZ II 

7 26 27 6, 

8 SZ 8Z S 

9, 24 21 12 

9[ Ll OZ £J 

IB 32 29 4 

* * * 

Other oblong schemes,e.g., of twelve and twentyfour pages, 
are inclUded in the appropriate chapters. 



CHAPTER NINE 

LONG AND STRIP SCHEMES 

UPON ANALYSIS, LONG SCHEMES are found to consist generally of 
traditional schemes opened out. Where a standard page size 
is ordered, e.g., crown 8vo, the long 'Soheme would, if worked 
alone, introduce complications. The long haltfsheet of sixteens, 
crown 8vo pages, requires to be printed on paper measuring 
15 x 40 inches, which is a non-practical size. Therefore, long 
schemes are generally reserved for 

(a) combination with other schemes; or 
(b) non-standard size pages; or, rarely, 
(c) overcoming difficulties emanating within a given job 

(e.g., wherespeciat inking o.fcertain pages requires a 
laydown other than the normal). 

SCHEME No. 19. Long 4 pages. 

This scheme is made from the common four, the centre two. 
pages :being here placed side ibyside with the firs'! and last 
instead of head to ·head. 

IB 4 3 2 

SCHEME No. 20. Long 8 pages. 

This is seen to be the commo.n eight opened out, the upper 
half af that scheme being rearranged to run side by side with 
the original lower half. 

IB 8 5 4 3 6, 7 2 

........ --------------------------------~~-.-~ 
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SCHEME No. 21. Long 16 pages. 
SCHEME No. 23. Long 4 pages oblong. 

The long 16 turns down the top balf of the traditional scheme The imposition for this scheme is the salne as for the upright 
to make it run end-on to the bottom half. long four. 

8 '6 Zl S' '9 II OI L IB 4 3 2 

IB 16 13 4 3 14 15 2 SCHEME No. 24. Long 8 pages oblong. 

This has the laydown of the upright eight. 
SCHEME No. 22. Long 32 pages. 

The scheme shows the long 32 with page 2 traditionally v S '9 £ 
furthest from page I. 

Z I£ 9Z L IB 8 7 2 

SCHEME No. 25. Long 16 pages oblong. 

15 18 23 10 
Z Sf 

vI 61 ZZ II 

7 10 

3 30 27 6, 
'9 II 

p 6Z 8Z S 3 14 

V £[ 

13 20 21 12 
5 12 

9I LI 171: '6 
8 '6 

IB 32 25 8 IB 16 
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Alternatively, it may be imposed with the. same arrangement 
as tor the upright long 16. In such ~n mstan~, the paper 
would 'be even more -awkward to deal wIth than 1D the scheme 
given above 

SCHEME No. 26. Long 32 pages oblong. 

This has the same laydown as the alternative 32-page upright 

scheme. 

S ~Z 81: :; '9 LZ 9Z L 

12 11 22 7' to 
9, 24 21 -~ 

91 L1 OZ £I vI 61 81 ~T 

IB 32 29 4 3 30 31 2 

, 
{ 
1 , 
I 
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LONG 12 PAGES 

These schemes are derived respectively from the roll and the 
concertina upright schemes. Like them, 'these have no offcut, 
and need a folding mark where shown. Unlike them, however, 
these do nol turnble in perfecting. The laydownsare, respec
tively, similar 'to the oblong 12-page schemes. 
SCHEME No. 27. 
Long 12 pages (roll fold). 

5 

v 

3 

'9 

IB 

IT 

8 

'6 

10 

L 

12 

SCHEME No. 29. 

. folding mark 

Alternative to scheme 27. 

SCHEME No. 28. 
Long 12 pages (concertina fold). 

3 

'9 

5 

folding mark 

IB 

II 

10 

L 

8 

'6 

12 

A long 12 tumbler is sometimes used; it has no offcut and 
folds in with roll. 

Z II '9 L 01 [ 

folding 
mark 

IB 12 5 8 9, 4 

E 
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STRIP SCHEMES 

Long strip schemes are occasionally utilized for fo1ders occupy
ing several pages, e.g., 8, 10, 12 and even 16. They consist of 
pUll-out slips of paper which require no stitches to secure the 
various leaves, since 'these remain uncut. 

Schemes of this kind are seldom worked 'alone, 'bul are useful 
in combination, or when printed several up. 

Few of the rules of traditional imposition apply. It will be 
noticed, however, that where the schemes 'are doubled up, the 
folios of each pair of head-to-head pages (except the firs't) total 
the number reached by the highest folio and ,that head to head 
with it. Thus, in the strip 8: 8 + 3 = 11 ,as do 7 and 4 ; 5 and 6. 
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SCHEMES Nos. 30 & 31. Strip 8 pages. 

. In this 'scheme the pages may be laid down in a single straight 
line as (a), or doubled up as ~b) (in which latter case the scheme 
becomes a tumbler) . 
(a) 

IB 8 7 6, 5 4 3 2 

(b) 
z E 

113 8 7 6, 

SCHEMES Nos. 32 &33. Strip 10 pages. 

In pamphlet, folder and leaflet work this has much to recom
mend it. Laid down either in a straight line (a), or doubled 
up (b) (tumbler forme). 
(II) 

10 10 9, 8 7 6, 5 4 3 2 

(b~ 
E '9 

Is 10 9, 8 7 

12 
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SCHEMES Nos. 34 & 35. Strip 12 pages. 

As with other similar schemes, the 12 may be laid down in 
a single line (a), or doubled up (b). 

(a) 

IB 12 11 10 9, 8 7 6, 5 4 3 2 

(b) 
Z £ t !; '9 L 

IB 12 11 10 9, 8 

SCHEMES Nos. 36 & 37. Strip 16 pages. 

The very 'long strip required here at (a) is usually imprac
ticahle, and the doubled-up scheme (b) (tumbler) is more likely 
to be pref~rred. 

(a) 

IB 16. 15 14 13 12 11 10 9, 8 7 6, 5 4 3 2 

(b) 

£ '9 L 8 '6 

IB 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 

\ 

I 

CHAPTER TEN 

SIX, TWELVE AND TWENTYFOUR 

PAGE SCHEMES 

THE IMPOSITION of 6 pages and 12 pages often takes the im
positor away from the principles affecting traditional schemes. 
Though less inconsistent, 24-page schemes also have irregularities. 
While many of the accepted rules 'apply, some do not and 
several special rules are met with in their imposition. ' 
. Difficulties arise in these schemes because the paper is folded 
lrregularly. For sexto, one side is divided by 2 and the other 
by 3, and 'an even number of pages is not ohtained each way 
of the paper. Perfecting, therefore, cannot be performed 
traditionally, 

6 PAGES 

The proper name for ' a 6-page scheme is sexto - not 'sixmo . 
and 'the official short form is 6'10. ' 

The 6-page imposition follows rules which appear to apply only 
to this scheme. The most commonly encountered 6-page scheme 
is that for jobwork, in which a folder-like format - and not a 
pamphlet (with fastening of the inner section) - is desired. 

SCHEMES Nos. 38, 39, 40 & 41. 6 pages in slip. 

It is possible to place page 1 a't any position, and let the 
following folios run almost at will: 

1 2 3 456 2 3 456 1 345 6 1 2 456 123 
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SCHEME No. 42. 6 pages (halfsheet of sexto). 

In most instances, however, the dimensions of the individual 
page determine whether the folios run on as above, or are 
doubled up. 

z 

IB 6, 5 

The common 6-page folder runs round in this manner but 
may appear in either of these guises. 

'9 

2 IB 6, 3 2 IB 

SCHEME No. 43. 6 pages fold-in. 

There are instances where an odd 6 pages are folded in (to 
economize in the use of paper), and not printed as an 8-page 
section with two blanks. A special imposition allows of this 
being done, but the resulting section needs to be flat-stitched to 
retain the single leaf resulting when the section is edge-trimmed; 
or, if not so stitched, the single leaf must be tipped in . 

The appropriate scheme appears thus: 
folding 
mark 

Z !; 17 

IB 6, 3 

I () 

I 
, I 

I , 

I 
t 'l "I 
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Schemes of this kind will work and turn or tumble according 
to the dimensions of the individual page, as is shown by the 
following diagrams: (a) represents crown oblong sexto; (b) 
crown common sexto. 
(a) crown sexto oblong (b) crown common sexto 

z !; V 
z· !; 17 

IB 6, 3 
IB 6, 3 

This is a tumbler forme. This is a work and turn forme. 
12 PAGES 

The name for a 12-page scheme :is properly duodecimo (from 
the Latin duo =two, and decimo = ten) and the shortened form 
is 12mo. 

Twelve-page schemes, while departing in several respects from 
traditional schemes, conform more closely to 'the general prin
ciples of imposition than do 6-page schemes. But reference to 
the method of folding the paper to obtain 12 leaves shows at 
once that difficulties must arise in almost every instance. 

To give 12 leaves, paper broadsides are most commonly folded, 
as to one side by three 'and the other by four (3 x 4= 12). 
Twelvemo subdivisions are also obtained by dividing one side 
by six and~he other by two. Or rarely, one side only by twelve. 
The most pleasing 'Shape results where the long side of the paper 
is divided by 3 and the short by 4 (cf. crown common twelvemo 
15/1 -i- 4 = 3t"; 20" -i- 3 = 6f/l). 

Where these subdivisional figures 'are reversed, a square, or 
nearly square, page results (cf. crown square twelvemo 15/1 -i- 3 
=5/1 ; 20/1 -i- 4=5"). 

Thus, where type pages have to 'be 'laid down as to three rows 
in one direction and four in the other, difficulties of run-round, 
back up and folding immediately present themselves. 

Consequently, !by far 'the greater number of 12-page upright 
schemes are tumblers. Further, many require that a part of 
the section the 'Cut off after peJ'fecting but !before folding, and 
inserted later into the other part of the printed paper. 
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It is useful to note that when one in the series of 12-page 
schemes has been learned, the three others may be evolved 
merely by turning certain groups of folios . 

If the first scheme learned is the ' offcut' with the main part 
consisting of centre eight pages, then to get the other 'offcut' 
scheme, just turn the four pages in the centre of the forme 
(3 . 10 . 9 . 4) to lie head to head wi~h 1. 12 . 11 . 2. From that 
point, to get a 'no-offcut' scheme, lift out pages 3. 10. 9 . 4 
and place them feet to feet with 5 . 6 . 7 . 8. Thus, the roll-fold 
scheme is reached. 

To get thence the concertina fold, no-offcut, turn the eight 
pages from 3 to 10 bodily so that the former lies head to head 
with page 2. 
12 PAGES WITH OFFCUT 

Schemes typical of those with offcut appear hereunder. They 
consist essentially of a long four- and an 'Ordinary eight-page 
scheme. 
SCHEME No. 44. 1 
12 pages (halfsheet oftwelvemo) '9 L 8 *HS" ~ offcut and 
shows the centre four pages as inserted 
the insert. I portion 

J 
17 '6 01 £ 

IB 12 11 2 

SCHEME No. 45. 1 
Shows the centre eight pages as '9 L 8 S" I the insert. 

I offcut and 
~ inserted 
I portion 

3B* 10 9, 4 I 
J 

IB 12 11 2 

Note the different position of the starred signature in each 
scheme. 

f' .. 

:; 

~ 
~I 

r ".~ '\. 

l! , 
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12 PAGES WITHOUT OFFCUT 

Economical duodecimo schemes exist, · in which no offcut 
appears. The general laydown for 12 pages is not affected. 

To overcome difficulties in folding, the impositor inserts a 
mark (e.g., a thin piece of rule) in the forme, generally at the 
heads. The rule prints and thus offers a guide to the binding 
staff for position of paper at the first fold. Careful attention 
is necessary in placing the folding mark. 

The duodecimo no-offcut schemes are named from the method 
of folding the paper after printing. They are: 

SCHEME No. 46 . Roll fold. 

3 10 9, 4 

'9 L 8 S" 

folding mark 

IB 12 11 2 

SCHEME No. 47. Concertina, accordion or zig-zag fold . 

5 8 7 6, 

17 '6 01 £ 

folding mark 

IB 12 11 2 
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OBLONG 12 
Where the common twelvemo subdivision (long -7- 3; short 

-7- 4) is departed from, it is often possible to provide a work and 
turn scheme, as seen in the oblong twelves, each without offcut. 

SCHEME No. 48. Roll fold. 

Z TI 

folding mark 

5 8 

t- '6 

3 10 

'9 L 

IB 12 

SCHEME No. 49. Concertina, accordion or zig-zag fold. 

Z 11 

3 10 

'9 L 

5 8 

t- '6 

folding mark 

IB 12 
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24 PAGES 

The proper name tor 24-page 'Subdivision is vigesimoquarto 
(from the Latin vigesimo or vicesimo=20; and quarto = four), 
but the name is now almost unknown among printers; the abbre
viation is 24mo. 

The 24-page scheme very well illustrates the principle that 
difficulties encountered in the single size or broadside often 
disappear when a multiple is used. 

The upright 12-page scheme is almost invariably a tumbler, 
whereas the 24-pager is a work and 'turn forme. Where the 
long side of the paper is divided by eight and the short side 
by three, the impositor usually makes use of either of the 
following schemes: 

SCHEME No. 50. 24 pages (halfsheet of twentyfourmo). Roll fold-no offcut-work 
and turn. 

3 22 15 10 9, 16 21 4 

'9 6I SI L S LI OZ S 

[old-
. ing 
mark 

IB 24 13 12 11 14 23 2 

SCHEME No. 51. 24 pages (halfsheet of twentyfourmo) . Concertina, accordion or 
zig-zag fold-no offcut-work and turn. 

5 20 17 8 7 18 19 6, 

t- IZ 91 '6 or sr ZZ £ 

fold· 
ing . 

mark 
IB 24 13 12 11 14 23 2 
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SCHEME No. 52. 24 pages (halfsheet of twentyfourmo) for long, narrow pages. 

Where the subdivision of paper is made by dividing the long 
side by four and the short side by six, this scheme may be found 
satisfactory. It is work 'and turn. Disadvantages are its peculiar 
method of folding. 

11 

IB 

folding 
mark 

£Z OZ 

14 17 

81 

24 19 

IZ 

8 9, 16 

L 01 £1 

6, 3 22 
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OBLONG SCHEMES 

The normal subdivision of a sheet into 24 to give an oblong 
scheme results in curious pro!blems. iJt means that the leaves, 
when trimmed, can 'be held in place only by means of flat 
stitching or stabbing; saddle stitching or book sewing is not 
possible. 

SCHEME No. 53. 24 pages oblong (halfsheet of twentyfourmo, oblong). 

Z EZ or 

7 18 15 

~9 61 PI 

3 22 11 

P rz ZI 

5 20 13 

8 LI 9l 

IB 24 9, 

folding 
mark 

A 24-page oblong scheme to utilize normal securing methods 
in the bindery must employ a method of imposition in which 
the pages are 'laid down in six lines of four pages, or four lines 
of six pages. In particular instances - very rare - two lines 
of twelve pages might be used. 
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SCHEME No. 54. 
turn, roll fold. 

24 pages oblong (halfsheet of twentyfourmo, oblong). Work and 

17 1Z ZZ £ 

folding 
mark 

9, 16 15 10 

8 L1 SI L 

5 20 19 6, 

zr £l PI IT 

IB 24 23 2 

SCHEME No. 55. 
roll fold. 

24 pages oblong (halfsheet of twentyfourmo, oblong). Tumble.r 

Z £Z PI 1l 

folding 
mark . 

5 20 17 8 

17 1Z 91 '6 

3 22 15 10 

'9 61 Sf L 

13 24 13 12 

This scheme may be used for paper divide~ on its ~hort . side 
by four and its long side by six (when a squansh page IS deSIred) 
and the scheme then :becomes work 'and turn. 

CHAPTER EL EVEN 

INSE TTED SCHEMES 

INSETTED (OR QUIREWISE) IMPOSITION is that in which the second 
section is placed within the first, the third within the second, 
and so on until 'the sections making up the work are exhausted. 
Thus, it differs materially from common 'book work imposition, 
in which the sections run in sequence. 

INSETTED COMMON BOOKWORK 

It therefore follows that in insetted imposition, the sections 
. are made up of an equal number of pages taken from the 
. beginning and from the end of the 'book. The last section will 

contain the centre pages. Thus, where 16 pages are to be 
~posed 'a~ halfsh~et.s of quarto, insetted, the respective sections 

. WIll con tam the folIOS shown 'below. A halfsheet of quarto 
oontains four pages. 

section 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 

I 
3 
5 
7 

pages 
2 15 
4 13 
6 11 
8 9 

16 
14 
12 
10 



Since the sections fit within each other, a humped and not a 
flat back results. Saddle stitchin is im lied though 'Very occa
sionally it is not practIse on insetted work. Thick paper is 
likely to cause trouble in 'stitching, and a limit should be fixed 
to the number of pages to he imposed as insetted sections. Some 
authorities state an aI'bitrary figure of ~but satisfactory 
results are obtainable with twice as many. !3mP~lets. cheaQ. 
catalogues, periodicals, price lists. 'booklets, are representative 
examples of illserreUlmposltlon. • 

Because 'succeeding sections fit into those preceding, it follows 
that the margins are affected by the thickness of the paper. 
The fore-edges become uneven,since ,the sections, as they pro
ceed from the first to the last, are projected outwards. When 
the booklet is trimmed, the fore-edge space would vary from 
section to section. 

BEFORE eUITING AFTER eUITING 

Adjustment to the back 'furniture is therefore advised to main
tain a uniform fore-edge. 

If the outside section (that containing the first and last pages) 
is accepted as the standard, then space is deducted from the 
backs of each section, working towards the centre. 

If the centre 'section (that containing the middle pages) sets 
the standard, then space is added to the 'backs, working outwards. 

The amount of space allowed depends on the thickness of 
the paper. Generally, not less than H:~·, nor more than 
3 pts., per section are specified. The adJUstment is arithmetically 
-:;-- -.-~ 
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,rogressive with each section. Thus, if it is decided to allow 
H. pts. to c?mpensate for the thickness of the paper, then an 
adjustment 111. this figure is made to the first section affected. 
The next sectIOn takes 3 pts. ; the one after that 4.1. pts . and 
10 011. 2 •• 

In il~posing for insetted work it is necessary to wait until 
the entire copy is set and made up, unless 

(a) an exact reprint is being produced; or 
(b) a precise cast-off is available. 

Where (a) or '~b) applies, then imposition may be begun as 
soon a~ the cen~re pages are ready. Previously, however, a com
plete bs~ of f?bos for each section must be prepared. A handy 
m.ethod IS ~o J?t dowr; on paper, either across or down, one-half 
o~ th~ folIos 111 the Job; ~fter th~t, working in the opposite 
directIOn, the rest of the folIos. It IS then quite easy to find the 
pro~e~ pages for. each forme by inserting a line after each group' 
of fohos per sectIOn. 
· Thus, ~ 24-page job to be imposed as halfsheets of octavo 
1l1setted, tne plan would appear as under. ' 

A halfsheet of octavo contains eight pages. 

First section 
1 234 

24 23 22 21 

Second section 
5 6 7 8 

20 19 18 17 

Third section 
9 10 11 12 

16 15 14 13 

· A l11?re elaborate method, of use where the job is biO' consists 
111 findmg: ,:" 

"I (a) the total number of pages in the job; 
(b) the number of pages per section; 
(c) whether the printing is halfsheet or sheetwise. 

The total n?mber of pages (a) is divided by the number of 
pa~es per sectIOn (b), the result. being the number of sections. 
It IS necessary to know how the ]O'b is to be printed so that th 
exact co.nsti~U'tion of each forme may 'be asce;tained. A~ 
~ample IS gIven here. ---
· A 48-page booklet is to be printed as halfsheets of octavo, 
1l1setted. State the folios for each forme. 

A halfsheet of octavo contains eight pages. 
. '. 48 8 6 sections. 
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First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth 
section section section section section section 

1 5 9 13 17 21 
2 6 10 14 18 22 
3 7 11 15 19 23 
4 8 12 16 20 24 

45 41 37 33 29 25 
46 42 38 34 30 26 
47 43 39 35 31 27 
48 44 40 36 32 28 

If sheetwork printing were specified, planning of formes would_ 
be armIe more compIex. ft would then be necessary to 'separate 
eacn sectIOn mto inner and outer formes. 

Ta' the revious job as an example, but rinted . s time 
as sheets of octavo, weet a mar e ;en.f;.-'aH~t 
of fa lOS. 
-"A sheet of octavo contains 16 pages. 

.. '. 48 + 16 3 sections (but 6 formes). 
The figures in the table have been spread out to show quite 

distinctly the interval ;between folios for outer and for inner 
formes. 

First section Second section Third section 

Outer Inner Outer Inner Outer Inner 

1 9 17 
2 10 18 
3 11 19 

4 12 20 
5 13 21 

6 14 22 
7 15 23 

8 16 24 

41 33 25 
42 34 26 
43 35 27 

44 36 28 
45 37 29 

46 38 30 
47 39 31 

48 40 32 
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SIGNATURES 

Traditionally, insetted sections include with their signatures 
In asterisk (*) as a guide to the warehouse staff. Thus, in a 
Job consisting of six sections, printed halfsheetwise, the signatures 
would be B, C*, D*, E*, F*, G*. 

Should the work be printed as sheets, the signatures would 
read 

Outers 

B 

c* 
D* 

Inners 

B2 
c2* 
D2* 

'PECIAL SCHEMES FOR INSETTING 

Outers 

E* 
F* 
G* 

Inners 

E2* 
F2* 
G2* 

Pages intended for insetted sections may yet be put together 
In 'one forme, and printed as though there were no departur~ 
trom the normal. But afterha.ckillL!!14- the paper is~t i11to 
lletions, which are 'folded Independentl¥. and then inserted~ 

Such schemes are'vaIllable in booklet wurk..... where large sheets 
f a er and lar e machines are' b seQ, but where the paper-

00 t lC to allow t e ' ro er folding of many pages. 
evera arrangements are possrble. Those given here are 

the 'commonest. The insetted section is indicated by an asterisk. 
. It seems wise 'to make a distinction when adding the inset 
.Ianature to a 12-page forme on the one hand, and to the com
plete inset sections as dealt with here on the other. The offcut 
m the 12-page scheme bears the same letter as the rest of the 
•• etlon, plus an asterisk, thus B* (as shown in the chapter on 
6-, 12· and 24-page schemes). 

,But in the special schemes for insetting given in this chapter 
difference is observable. Although all the pages are printed 
one forme, they represent various groups of pages and are 

complete, independent sections. Each, therefore, has been 
its own signature letter, plus an asterisk after the first. 

','IOholrne No. 61 - 64 pages imposed as four 16s - clearly illus-
'this rule, and shows signature B (on page 1); C* (page 

; D'" (page 17) and E* (page 25). 
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1.6 PAGES 

Two different schemes are offered here, each showing 16 pages ' Two scheines, ~ach to print as 32 pages, but, after perfecting, 
imposed for printing as sixteens, but, after perfecting, to cut, cut, fold andmsert. The first may present difficulties when 
fold and insert. Note that in some of these schemes rows of 
pages are laid head to foot. 

SCHEME No. 57. 16 pages, as two 8s for cutting and insetting. 

V 6Z 8Z S; '9 LZ OE *aE 
Z s;I 171 E 

ZI lZ 0(; £I 171 61 ZC; n 
'9 II or L 

9c* 24 17 16 15 18 23 10 
5c* 12 9, 8 

IB 32 25 8 7 26 31 2 
IB 16 13 4 

No. 60. Alternative to scheme 59. 

SCHEME No. 58. Alternative to scheme 57. 

9I LI OC; £I vI 61 81 s;r 
Z n '9 II 

9c* 24 21 12 11 22 23 10 
3 14 7 10 

V £I 8 '6 8 S;Z 8Z s; '9 LZ n L 

IB 16 5c* 12 2 
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SCHEME No. 61. 64 pages, as four 16s. No. 62. 16 pages oblong, as two 8s. 

Many variants may be practised. This scheme consists of a 
series of insetting sixteens. In halfsheetwork, after perfecting v 
and separating into two halves, the paper could, if required, be 

£l vi S 

folded before the insetting portions are cut. 
8 '6 01 L 

Z £9 8~ L '9 6~ Z9 £ 
5c* 12 11 6, 

OJ S!) O~ H vI I~ v~ II IB 16 15 2 

81 Lv ZV £Z ZZ £v 9V 61 
Alternative to scl¢llle 62 (wi)1 also fold in). 

9Z 6£ v£ 1£ ot: ~£ 8£ Ll 
8 '6 01 L 

25E* 40 33 32 29 36 37 28 
5c* 12 11 6, 

v £I vI £ 

170* 48 41 .24 21 44 45 20 
IB 16 15 2 

9c* 56 49 16 13 52 53 12 

IB 64 57 8 5 60 61 4 
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SCHEME No. 64. Z 1£ O£ 
32 pages oblong, as two 16s. 

7 26 27 

OI . £Z Zl 

15 18 19 

91 LI OZ 

9c* 24 21 

8 ~l 8l 

IB 32 29 

SCHEME No. 65. l IE 01 
Alternative to scheme 64. 

7 26 15 

'9 LZ 171 

3 30 11 

V 6(: ZI 

5 28 13 

8 SZ; 91 

IB 32 9c" 

£ 

6, 

11 

14 

€I 

12 

S 

4 

£Z 

18 

61 

22 

IZ 

20 

L1 

24 

CHAPTER TWELVE 

AND INSIDE SCHEMES 

TaADITIONAL SCHEMES OF IMPOSITION place page 1 at· the bottom 
1.tthand corner, and the other pages are laid down in accordance 
with rules already enunciated. 

Centred and 'inside' schemes depart radically from this 
arrangement, for the' following principal reasons ; 

(a) ease and economy in hand folding; 
(ob) need to protect delicate printing surfaces; 
(c) accommodation of awkward or special pages; 
(d) construction or method of working of folding machine. 

The traditional order of folios allows of easy folding up to 
including sixteen pages. But above this number difficulties 

Rnd output is reduced. 
Where fine or delicate types, especially those with swashes or 

are used on the first page of a section, there is grave 
of breaking off When the traditional scheme is used. 

;nl.lv~ .'lIl;; from the centre causes the page with the delicate type 
surrounded pro'ba!bly !by fuil pages of text matter, 

thus give mass support to the first page. This does not, 
~1!l.· ... f'''Ir'' take the first shock of impression. 

Centring is of particular use where the forme includes awkward 
special pages, e.g., those set wide or having bled edges. Or, 

certain pages, 'being very different from the others (e.g., 
halftones appearing with pages of light type), need 

rOlling on the machine. While centred schemes are not 
y means :by which difficulties of this kind may be resolved, 

offer the chance of laying down the pages 
...... ' ... n,"" from usual. The result may 'be considerably better 

other schemes departing from tradition. 
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Early folding machines were constructed to give an arbitrary 
series ~f folds, in which the centred scheme was often obligatory. 
Present-day models are much more flexible, but even so gener
ally, though not always, centred schemes are specified. 

However involved or unfamiliar centred schemes may be, they 
still ohey many of the rules applica;ble to other impositions. 
For example, hacking pages lie either side of the crossbar used 
to turn the paper for perfecting; the total of the folios of mating 
pages agrees with that of the first and last in the section; and 
So on. 

The expression 'centred scheme' is loosely appl ied. It is 
often used to denote an imposition that does not have page I 

. at the bottom lefthand corner, feet towards the impositor. 
A true centred scheme cannot be 'arranged with fewer than 

twelve pages. A four- or an eight-page scheme rearranged 
from the tradit~onal lay can result only in an inside scheme. 

The three 16-page schemes shown hereunder depart from tile 
above rule. In their laydown they are very different from each 
other, yet all are not centred schemes within the generally 
accepted meaning of the term. 

The scheme marked (a) is commonly regarded as a centred 
sixteen. 

SCHEME No. 66. 16 pages imposed from centre. 

(a) 
ZI ~ 8 '6 

13 4 IB 16 

PI £ Z 51 

11 " 6, 7 10 
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~iJl:~fES Nos. 67 & 68. 16 pages imposed from inside. 

Schemes (b) and (c) are perhaps Ibetter known as 'J'nSJ'de 
IChemes '. 

(b) 

PI 

11 6, 

13 4 

8 '6 

IB 16 

Z 51 

7 10 

z 

7 

8 

1B 

ZI 

13 

PI 

11 

10 

'6 

16 

~ 

4 

£ 

6, 
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The first principle peculiar to centred s~hemes is that they , Inside schemes are evolved by dividing the scheme into two are derived from . the traditional scheme (16, 32 pages, etc.), the . transposing the halves, as shown in the following sixteen-four quartets of which areeQch half~turned round. 9r, pUI ~aie forme. Note that the halves may be short or long, as in other words, these quarters are diagonally transp~sc:d. A Ihown in diagrams (a) and (b) respectively. 

sixteen-page forme may be used to demonstrate the pnnclple. 

Z ,n vI £ 
Z n vI £ 

8 '6 ZI S 
z:r S 8 '6 

7 10 11 6, 
7 10 11 6, 

t 
1 resulting IB 16 13 4 

16 in 

)( 13 4 IB 
resulting Z H PI £ 

",/ /~ in 8 '6 z:r S 
vi £ Z n 

8 '6 z;r S 
16 13 4 7 10 11 6, 

11 6, 7 10 

IB 16 13 4 

H vI £ 
vI £ Z H 

10 11 6, 
11 6, 7 10 

+-- -+ resulting 
in zr S 8 '6 

'6 zr S 

13 4 IB 16 16 13 4 
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SCHEMES Nos. 69 & 70. 4 pages (upright and oblong) imposed from inside. 

Four-page schemes (inside) are produced by laying down the 
pages feet to feet, instead of head to head. 

UPRIGHT OBLONG 

Is 4 IB 4 

SCHEME No . 71. Long 4 pages imposed from centre. 

A long four ma'y be rearranged to give a centred scheme. 

3 2 IB 4 

SCHEMES No. 72, 73 & 74. 8 pages imposed from inside (upright). 

IB 8 7 2 7 2 Is B 

'9 '9 

'9 £ t > 

7 2 IB 8 
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IClfiEiME:S Nos. 75,76 & 77. 8 pages oblong imposed from inside. 

3 6, 

L 
IB 8 

IB 8 z L 

3 6, 

18 8 

3 6 , 

L 

No.78. Long 8 pages imposed from centre. 

rearranged to give a centred scheme. 

ORIGINAL CENTRED 

I 8 543 672 3 6 721 854 
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. . t d schemes are derived easIly The twelve-page mSIde and cen re .. I They are tumbler 
from the roll-fold, without offcut, ongma. 
formes. 
SCHEMES Nos. 79 & 80. 12 pages imposed from inside (upright). 

'9 L 8 

folding mark 

IB 12 11 2 

'6 or £ 

9, 4 3 10 

8 S '9 L 

folding mark 

11 2 IB 12 

:SCHEME No. 81. 12 pages imposed from centre (upright). 

8 '9 L 

folding mark 

11 2 IB 12 

OT £ '6 
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Twelve-page o'blongschemes are very seldom encountered. 

two suggestions offered are used, respectively. for the 
common twelvemo subdivision of paper and for a special sub
dIvision. Scheme No. 82 has several disadvantages. The 
Commonest is tumbler back up; another is that flat stitching is 
necessary to secure the pages. . 

12 pages oblong imposed from inside. 

folding mark 
V '6 8 

x 
IB x 12 5 

Z rr '9 

3 10 7 

No. 83. 12 pages Oblong imposed from inside, work and turn. 

and turn, but has a wide: shallow page. 

3 10 

'9 L 

IB 12 

Z rr 
folding mark 

5 8 

v '6 
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SCHEME No. 84. 32 pages imposed from centre. SCHEME No. 85. Alternative to scheme 84. 

This is 'based on the traditional scheme. 
vI 61 81 H 91 Ll OZ £[ 

01 fZ 81 sr 91 LI VZ '6 

3 30 31 2 IB 32 29 <4-

7 26 31 2 IB 32 25 8 '9 a 9Z L 8 SZ 8Z !> 

'9 LZ OE f v 6Z 8Z S 

11 22 23 10 9, 24 21 12 

11 22 19 14 13 20 21 12 

11 22 27 6, 5 28 21 12 
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SCHEME No. 87. 32 pages imposed from inside. SCHEME No. 90. 16 pages oblong imposed from centre. 

'9 LZ o£ £ V 6Z 8Z S or L 8 '6 

15 2 IB 16 
11 22 19 14 13 20 21 12 

vI £ v £I 
01 £Z 81 s r 91 L1 VZ '6 

11 6, 5 12 

7 26 31 2 IB 32 25 8 

SCHEME No. 91. 16 pages oblong imposed from inside. 

SCHEME No. 88. Alternative to scheme 87. 

91 Ll vZ '6 01 £Z '81 S1 vI £ v £1 

11 6, 5 12 

1B 32 25 8 7 26 31 2 OI L 8 '6 

v 6Z 8Z S '9 LZ o£ £ 
15 2 IB 16 

13 20 21 12 11 22 19 14 SCHEME No. 92. Alternative to scheme 91. 

SCHEME No. 89. Long 16 imposed from inside. S '6 or L 

The long sixteen may be rearranged to give 

'9 II PI £ v £I n s IB 16 15 2 

v £1 vI £ 

7 10 15 2 1B 16' 9, 8 5 12 11 6, 
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SCHEME No. 93. SCHEME No. 95. 
32 pages oblong imposed 
from centre. 8l S; 8 S;Z 

32 pa~es oblong imposed 
/'rom nside. 01: I: Z IE 

21 12 9, 24 
19 14 15 18 

Ol n 91 L[ 
ZZ II or £z 

29 4 IB 32 27 6, 7 26 

O£ £ Z 1£ Sl s; 8 S;l 

19 14 15 18 21 12 9, 24 

ZZ II OJ £l Ol £l 9J LJ 

27 6, 7 26 29 4 IB 32 

SCHEME No,. 94. 
Alternative to scheme 93. 8l S; V 6l SCHEME No. 96. 

Altornative to scheme 95. 8 S;l III S; 

21 12 13 20 '9, 24 21 12 

vl '6 91 LI 9I L[ OZ £I 

25 8 IB 32 "- IB 32 29 4 

9l L l 1£ Z 1£ OE £ 

23 10 IS 18 
15 18 19 14 

II IT vI 61 
01 £Z ZZ II 

27 6, 3 30 7 26 27 6, 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

COMPOUND SCHEMES 

COMPOUND SCliEMES OF IMPOSITION are those in which two or 
more 'sets of pages are imposed together. They m:ay represent 

(a) duplicate, triplicate, etc., settings or castings of a given 
job ; . 

(b) a cornbination of different jobs of similar size ; 
(c) a combination of jobs of different sizes ; 
(d) a cornbination of upright and landscape pages. 

The most important reasons for compounding schemes COD

cern economies in 
(a) machine running time (which may be halved, quartered, 

etc.) ; 
(b) machine running costs, when a large printing press 

carries a forme made up to the full capacity of the 
press; 

(c) production time, as occurs when several jobs are printed 
together; 

(d) bindery operational times (particularly in folding, stitch
ing, cutting, etc.) ; 

(e) paper quantities (awkward job sizes may sometimes be 
worked more ' economically when duplicated, and 
printed on double or quadruple sizes of paper) ; 

(f) ink consumption, which is proportionately less the 
bigger the forme, and waste is reduced. 

Several points of correspondence between jobs must normally 
exist before compounding becomes fully practicable. The most 
obvious 'are 

(a) the same kind and colour of paper; 
(b) the same kind and colour of ink; 
(c) approximately the same number of runs; 
(d)' a relationship of paper size. 
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It is nevertheless still possi'ble to print successfully a compound 
f orme even where strict correspondence is not attained. Thus, 
two different kinds or colours of stock may be fed at one time; 
the ink duct may 'be split to accommodate two different inks; a 
disparity in the number of runs may be countenanced; and a 
mixture of paper sizes permitted. 

Under these circumstances, however, the full benefits of com
pounding are not realiza'ble. Indeed, the ensuing difficulties 
generally become so great, that production trqubles multiply, 
benefits are lost, spoilage increases, costs rise, and the method 
becomes unsatisfactory. 

Compound schemes need care even greater than that required 
in ordinary imposition. The misplacing of pages can result in 
the spoiling of several jobs. 

Yet some Of the rules for common imposition may be dis
regarded, pre~isely because the scheme is compound. Indeed, ' 
it is often necessary to depart from standard procedure. For 
example, the' tumbler' laydown of pages is generally avoided, 
because of registration troubles that may ensue. But the accom
panying scheme shows that the tumbler positions are here satis
factory. .As the scheme is compound, the normal arrangement 
may be ignored. 
SCHEME No. 97. 8 pages. two on. 

L '9 

L '9 £ 

IB 8 5 4 

IB 8 5 4 

To demonstrate the vital principle, an eight-page job, two set, 
lS taken. The imposition suggested is . the most advantageous, 
:since the bindery staff may, after perfecting and dividing with 
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the first cut, fold two-on, stitch two-on, trim two-on, and then 
guillotine the copies from each other. 

To assist clarity, the folios of the two schemes have been 
picked out in distinctive types. 

It will be .noticed at once that the laydown of . the eight-page 
job next to the short cross bar does not follow that for the 
traditional halfsheet of octavo upright. Considered as a single 
scheme, it has the tumbler lay. But when the second set of 
eight pages is placed head to foot against the first set, then the 
size of the job is doubled. To obtain proper backing up, the 
short cross must be used as the axis for turning the paper. 
Thus, although the schemes are laid down individually as 
tumblers, the doubled size of job enforces short cross turning. 

This brings to view the cardinal difficulty of compound 
schemes: the laying down of the various elements so that the 
short cross remains the axis for turning the paper. Common 
laydown, tumbler laydown, long laydown may, and often are, 
aU used within one forme. But the backing pages of the con
stituent jobs of the compound scheme must lie either side of the 
short cross. · 

PROCEDURE 

When can framed with the problem of printing several jobs 
toge~her, first esta'blish that the points of correspondence, as 
mentioned earlier, are sufficient to render possible the making 
up of a compound scheme. 

Next find the size of each set of pages in order : 
L To select the most satisfactory groups of jobs for 

practical working; 
2. To determine the overall size of paper to be used for 

printing. 
Under (1) it is obvious that a number of jobs having sub

divisional measurements of a given size (e.g., crown) are more 
readily put together than those drawn partly · from one size and 
partly from another (e.g., crown and demy). Jobs in crown 8vo 
and crown 4to are more likely to make up a good forme than 
jobs in demy 8vo and crown 4to. 

Then, under (2), it is necessary to calculate the size of eaoh 
job, and to bring together those sizes most capable of uniting 
in a standard dimension of paper. This may be as a single 
broadside or as a mUltiple (double, quad, etc.). 
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In the following examples, practicable and impracticable 
groupings are slated: 

PRACTICABLE 

(a) one 16-page job demy 16mo pages, set four times, for 
halfsheet printing. 

(b) 

16 pages demy 16mo 
demy broadsides 

1 
x 4 settings 

4 
Therefore four demy sheets of paper, or quad demy. 
Eight pages crown: 8vo, 16 pages crown 16mo and 16 
pages crown 8vo are suggested as elements in a com
pound scheme, to be printed halfsheetwise. 

. crown 'broadsides 
8 pages crown 8vo 1 

16 pages crown 16mo 1 
16 pages crown 8vo 2 

4 
The jobs require, in halfsheet printing, four crown broadsides 

to accommodate ·all the pages: in other words, quad crown. 

IMPRACTICABLE 

(a) Four pages medium 8vo, 'set five times, halfsheet print-
ing. . 

medium broadsides 
4 pages medium 8vo t 

x ~settings 

'. = 2t 
2t medium broadsides is not a practical size to work in. 

Cb) Eight pages 'crown 8vo, four pages crown 4to, and 16 
pages crown 16mo would not make up to a satisfactory 
overall size. 

8 pages crown 8vo . 
4 pages crown 4to 

16 pages crown 16mo 
= 

crown broadsides 
1 
1 
1 
3 

Three broadsides do not exist as a standard (or satis
factory) multiple of paper; 
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In ~irawing the scheme on paper, or marking on the stone 
or plateboard, differentiate the folios of the various jobs, especi
ally where these are of the same page · size. Colours may be 
used, or a mixture of Arabic and Roman numerals, letters of 
the alphabet, etc. 

I 2 3 1 2 3 
I II III ii iii 
ABC abc 

When actually filling in the folios on the imposition draft, or 
directly onto the stone or mounting board, it is often an advan
tage to start al the centre of the chase, etc., and not at the 
outside. 'By so doing, you tend to avoid confusion and error. 
The misplacing of a folio is less likely to occur. Thus, the 
lefthand start shown below is better than the righthand. 

z L '9 £. 

z L '9 £ 

111 8 5 4 

IB 8 5 4 

As the total nurnber of pages dealt with increases, so the 
possrbility of error becomes greater. 

REPEAT SETTINGS 

A 'surface that is duplicated, triplicated, etc., for printing at 
one time requires the making up of a compound forme. Usually, 
this represents the simplest excursion into compound schemes. 
Even so, some ·important influences, and significant changes in 
working, are felt in all departments. 
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In the estimating office alternative quotations must be prepared 
to ascertain · the price for single- and for multiple-unit printing. 
Special instruction sheets may be issued from the order office. 

In the composing department, the printing surface must be 
set and/or cast (wherever mechanical composition is employed) 
more than once. Also, more and / or bigger chases, lockup 
material, mounting boards, etc., are needed. Greater care (and 
therefore time) must be expended in positioning, checking, lining 
up and securing the printing surface. Transportation from 
department to department ,become~ more difficult. 

The foundry or process department may need to be used for 
producing plates . . 

In the machine room a bigger press must be used and bigger 
paper handled. 

Advantages are experienced here in saving on total makeready 
time. Running time is reduced according to the number of sets 
of pages, etc.: two sets halve the run; four sets quarter the run ; 
sixteen sets divide by 16. 

In the warehouse or bindery bigger paper is stocked and 
handled and bigger machinery (e.g., guillotines) required. Ad
vantages include the folding, gathering, stitching, etc., of paper 
so many copies on. In other words, these copies are not 
separated from each other until several warehouse operations 
ha ve been completed. 

Imposition should proceed to allow, wherever possible, the 
handling of several jobs as though they were one job. The 
general principle to be followed to ensure substantial economies 
in the warehouse is to impose succeeding settings head to foot 
with the first. 

Thus, in a four-page upright job, two set, use the long four 
scheme, head to foot: 

SCHEME No. 98. 4 pages, two on. 

' . 

IB 4 3 2 

IB 4 2 
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The scheme turns on the short cross and is divided :here When 
backed up. The paper then appears, when printed and lying on 
the bench ready for fold,ipg, thus 

* 
2 3 

2 3 

* 
A simple fold between pages 2 and 3 (* to *) gives two folded 

copies. Separation is then made (at <--). 
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SCHEME No. :9iI. 4 pages, four on (tumbler). 

Fou~ p~ges, four set, appear as under. But this scheme bas 
the. important disadvantage of tumbling, which must be set 
agamst the advantage of folding four-on. 

Is 4 3 2 

Is 4 2 

IB 4 3 

IB 4 3 

It must be decided whether the above scheme or one of the 
following is preferable. These do not tumble' but after per- , 
feeting they must be cut and folded only two~n. 

SCHEMES Nos. 100 & lOt. Alternatives to scheme 99. 

£ z £ £: 8[ 

£ 8[ 

Is 4 Is 4 113 4 3 2 

113 4 Is 4 ts 4 3 2 
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SCHEMES Nos. 102 & 103. 8 pages, two on. 

Two different schemes of eight pages two set are taken to 
demonstrate the advantages to the warehouse staff of one over 
t~e o~her. Both are work and turn, but (a) is preferable to (b) 
smce It offers economies in folding, stitching, etc. • 

(a) 

Z L '9 £ 

Z L '9 £ 

Is 8 5 4 

Is 8 5 4 

~ 

The scheme (a) when 
printed folds down to 

8 IB 

8 IB 

which may be handled two 
on. 

H 

(b) 

Z L Z L 

3 6, 3 6, 

v S v S 

Is 8 IB 8 

Scheme (b) to 

8 IB 8 IB 

which must ·be separated into 
two copies 'before final fold
ing and stitching. 
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SCHEME No. 104. 8 pages, four OD. 

The scheme ·shown here is for eight pages, four on. lt con-
sists of four long eights and is work and turn. 

* 

IB 8 5 4 3 6, V 2 

IB 8 5 4 3 6, 7 2 

IB S· 5 4 3 6, 7 2 

IB 8 5 4 3 6, 7 2 

* 

After perfecting and separating ,at the short cross (* to *), 
the printed paper lies ready for folding thus: 

* 

2 7 6, 3 

2 7 6, 3 

2 7 6, 3 

2 7 6, 3 

* 
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The first fold (* to *) shows a long strip, thus: 

* 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

* 

115 

This strip is folded between the folios 4 and 5 (* to *) and 
then stitched four on. It may also be trimmed at the' outside 
edges before being separated (at <--) into distinCt copies. 

SCHEME No. 105. 16 pages, two on. 

Sixteen 
to foot. 

pages two on utilize two long sixteens imposed head 

8 '6 ZI S '9 II 01 L 

8 '6 II S '9 1I or L 

1<, 

IB 16 13 4 3 14 15 :2 

IB 16 13 4 3 14 15 2 

H2 
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SCHEME No. 106. 16 pages, four on. OBLONG SCHEMES 

Sixteen pages four oli could represent four long sixteens, but Oblong schemes depart in many ways from upright. '. Usually, 
the scheme would be a tumbler.. The following scheme, how- a small number of oblong pages is more difficult to lay down 
ever, is work and turn and 'benefits from four-on operational than those of upright shape. Four pages oblong two on may 
handling. be laid down as here. 

SCHEME No. 107. 4 pages oblong, two on. 

;; - N eo N 

z: Sf or L '9 II vr £ 

.j:. .j:. 

'" "" 
~ sr or L '9 II vI £ 

SCHEME No. 108. 4 pages oblong, fou r on. 

Z Sl 01 L '9 II vI £ IB 4 3 2 

IB 4 3 2 
Z SI or L '9 II vI £ 

1B 4 3 2 

IB 16 9, 8 5 12 13 4 lB 4 3 :2 

SCHEME No. 109. 8 pages oblong, two o n. 

IB 16 9, 8 5 12 13 4 
v S '9 £ 

10 16 9, 8 5 12 13 4 v S '9 £ 

l B 8 7 :2 
IB 16 9, 8 5 12 13 4 

IB 8 7 2 
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SCHEME No. 110. 16 pages oblong, two on. SCHEMEiNo.lll. 16 Pages oblong, four on. 

Z >1 01 L ..., ..., ..., ..., N N N N 

Z >1 01 L 

...... Ir) Ir) Ir) Ir) 
0 0 0 0 - -3 14 11 6, 

3 14 11 6, 

~ -.t ~ ~ ..-p 0 n > 

p 0 <:1 5; 
.~ ?' 9' 9' M .M '" M 

IB 16 9, 8 

v. v. v. v. -.t -.t -.t -.t IB 16 9, 8 

- M '" 
,., M 

N N N N 

'" ... 

00 00 00 
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TWO 12 PAGES SCHEME No. 1/5. Two 12 pages. Offcut-3 . 4 . 9 . 10. 

Four schemes are given here, two without offcut ; two with 
offcut. t '6 t '6 OJ *lJ£ O[ *8£ 
SCHEME No. 112. Roll fold. 

'9 L '9 L 8 ~ 8 S" 
3 10 3 10 9, 4 9, 4 

'9 L '9 L 8 S" 8 ~ 

folding 
. mark IB 12 In 12 11 2 11 2 

IB 12 In 12 11 2 II 2 

SCHEME No. 113. Concertina fold. 

S 8 5 8 7 6, 7 6, 

t '6 t '6 01 £ or £ 
folding 
mark. 

IB 12 IB 12 11 2 11 2 

SCHEME No. 114. Offcut-centre. 

'9 L '9 L 8 *f!~ 8 *8~ 

t '6 to '6 O[ £ or £ 

18 12 IB 12 IJ 2 11 2 
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MIXED SIZES 

When the sizes of pages in a compound scheme are different 
(e.g., octavo and quarto), the imposition becomes more complex 
and extreme care mu:>l he directed to their arrangement. Help 
may, however, 'be taken from the relationship of dimension that 
exists 'between them. Thus, a quarto is equal to two octavos; 
a folio, to four octavos; .and so on. 

Find the smallest page 'size, and regard it as one unit. Then 
calculate the total number of units in the entire proposed 
scheme. The size of pape-r may then be worked out as already 
explained. 

In general, keep the pages of a given job together in one region 
of the forme, as far as it is compatible with practicable working. 
Thus, in this proposed scheme for three jobs: 

(a) four pages crown 4to ; 
(b) four pages crown 8vo ; 
(c) four pages crown 8vo ; 

the four pages crown 4to occupy one whole side of the chase. 
They may" therefore, after perfecting, be separated completely 
(at <--' ) from the other two jobs, which are folded two on. 

SCHEME No. 116. 4 pages quarto, 4 pages octavo, 4 pages octavo. 

.... ;:; N "" eo 

"'" .j:>. C") .... 
... . 

Is 4 3 2 

I 
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Compound 'schemes showing a mixture of sizes are given 
for upright pages as to : 

SCHEME No. 117. One 4 pages quarto; one 8 pages octavo. 

00 

Is 4 3 2 

SCHEME No. US. One 4 pages quarto; three 8 pages octavo. 

f7 ~ '9 £ ..... 
eo ,N 

.j:>. r-
Is 8 7 2 

IB 8 5 4 3 6, 7 2 

lB 8 5 4 3. 6, 7 2 
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SCHEME No. 119. One 4 pages quart(); one 8 pages octavo; one 16 pages oct~vo . SCHEME No. 121. Two 4 pages quarto; one 8 pages octavo; Qne 16 pages sixteenmo. 

'9 t ~ 
.... 

00 -.l N '9 £ r r £' t" 

.... N .... V) t" 0\ .... 
0\ 0 -

N ~ w - -..,. ...., 
IB 8 M. 7 2 .j>. V) ,0\ 

1B 8 7 2 

8 '6 ZI ~ '9 II bI L .... .... 
!:II '" f'I N 

IB 16 13 4 3 14 15 2 

SCHEME No. 122. Three 4 pages quarto; olle 16 page. sixteenmo. 

SCHEME No. 120. Two 4 pages quarto; two 8 pages octavo. 

.... "" .. '" f'I .... f'I N 
til to 

.... ~ M 
,., 

.j>. "" 
,., r') 

00 -.l "" '" ..... '" "" ..... - V) 
0\ 0\" 0 

IB 8 5 4 3 6, 7 2 
>- N ~ w 

~ ..,..., 

Is 8 5 4 3 6, 7 2 ~ V) S" M 
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SCHEME No, 123; 'Two 8 
thirtytwomo, 

pages octavo; one 16 pages : sixtecnmo; ' one 32 p.age. SCHEME No" 125. 28 pages sixtecomo; 12 pages sixteenmo ; 24 pages sixteellmo. 

folding 
mark 

IB 8 5 4 3 6, 7 2 t '6 8 ~ I l [[ Z a 

t £Z t'I IT 17 SZ 9I £I 

IB 8 5 4 3 6, 7 2 
folding marks 

5 20 17 8 7 22 19 10 
0;' 00 

01 £~ 81 SI 91 ~ 1 17~ '6 
-...J N '6 t IZ 91 '9 £Z 8I IT 

~ a\ 0 
.,., 

7 26 31 32 25 8 ,...; 

N '9 L2 O£ £ 17 62 8~ S 3 22 15 10 5 24 17 12 ..... .". ...., -
.,., '9 ' 61 81 L 8 TZ OZ '6 

.j:>. ,0\ <'l 
11 22 19 14 13 20 21 12 

18 24 13 12 3 26 15 14 

J 10 7 6, 1B 12 lB 28 

SCHEME No. 124. 12 palle. octavo;. 20 pages octavo, 

3 10 7 6, 5 8 9, 4 

IB 12 IB 20 19 2 11 2 

or II vI L 8 £1 ZI .'6 

3 18 15 6, 5 16 17 4 
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Some oblong pages, similar to those shown for upright pages, 
are given here. 
S CHEME No. 116. Two 4 pages quarto oblong; two 8 pages octavo oblong. 

.... 
'" 

00 

IB 

IB 

.... 
'" 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

SCHEME No. 127. Two 4 pages quarto oblong ; one pages octavo oblong; one 
16 pages sixteenmo oblong. 

.... 
'" 5 

s 

12 

'6 

IB 16 

IB 4 

IB 4 

vI 

11 6, 

or L 

15 2 

3 2 

3 2 
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SCHEME No. 128. Three 4 pages quarto oblong; one 16 pages sixtecnmo oblong. 

S '6 zr S '9 11 or L 

IB 16 13 4 3 14 15 2 

1B 4 3 2 

IB 4 3 2 

IB 4 3 2 

SCHEME No: 129. Two 8 pages octavo oblong; one 16 pages sixteenmo oblong; one 
32 pages thlftytwomo oblong. 

N 

eo 00 \r} an 9' .0\ t- t-

V £1 17 1 £ 
'" '" 

,... 
0 '" 

0 '" co ..., '" '" '" "' 
co ,... 

'" 
.-<' ,... 

'" '" ,... 
5 12 5" .-< '" ... .-< '" '" 11 6, 

8 '6 ..., ~ 
,... 

'" tn 
,... :e '" 

<Xl 01 L 
i;<j 

'" '" 
,... .-< 

'" ;:; ., '" '" co '" '" '" '" '" IB 16 15 2 
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SCHEME No. 130. 12 pages octavo oblong; 20 pages octavo oblong. SCHEME No. 131. 
lixteenmo oblong. 

28 pages sixteenmo oblong; 12 pages sixteenmo oblong; 24 pages · 

p '6 8 £ 
5 20 17 8 7 18 19 6, 

I' LI 91 S 
U fl 9T '6 OT n n [[ 

fold- . 
9, 12 13 8 ing 

mark IB 24 21 4 3 22 23 2 
Z I [ Z 61 

3 10 7 6, 5 8 9, 4 

IB 12 IB 20 7 22 19 10 9, 20 21 8 

01 n 1'1 /., vI £1 81 II ZI LI 91 £I 

fold· . 
3 18 15 6, ing 

mark 3 26 23 6, 5 24 25 4 

3 10 7 6, IB 28 IB 12 11 2 27 2 



\ 
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A small selection of the many possible com'binations . of various 
page sizes - upright and oblong - is also shown. 

SCHEME No. 132. 4 pages quarto oblong ; 8 pages octavo upright. 

Z L '9 

Is 8 5 4 

IB 4 

SCHEME No. 133. 4 pages quarto upright; 8 pages octavo oblong. 

IB 4 3 2 

'9 

lB 8 7 2 
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SCHEME No. 134. 4 pages quarto upright; 16 pages sixtecomo oblong. 

00 

...... 
N 

4 3 

- .... - o 

2 

133 

SCHEME No. 135. 8 pages octavo upright; 8 pages octavo oblong; 16 pages octavo 
upright. 

" S '9 
..... "t' 
bl 

..., '" 
Co '" ,'" r-.. 

In 8 7 2 

8 '6 ZI ~ '9 II 01 L 

Is 16 13 4 3 14 15 2 
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SCHEME No. 136. 8 pages octavo oblong; 16 pages octavo oblong; 
upright. 

Z 5'1 Z £ 

7 10 

'9 II Z L 

3 14 3 6, 

V £I P 5; 

5 12 JB 8 

8 '6 

1B 16 lB 4 

SCHEME No. 137. 16 pages octavo upright; 16 pages octavo oblong. 

...- 00 VI 0; '<t 
...., \Q" -l 

-o 

8 '6 ZI '9 II 01 

1B 16 13 4 3 14 15 

4 pages quarto 

N 

V) -
L 

2 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

PLATELAYING AND MOUNTS 

. PLATELAYING IS THE ACT of ,positioning on and securing to a 
mount. some kind of printing surface. This may be a duplicate, 
such as a stereotype or electrotype ; or a reproduction, such as 
a line or half-tone original. Rubber, plastic, brass or other 
metal plates, or sheared slugs (e.g., Ludlow) are also occasionally 
handled. The moullt is made of wood, metal or plastic. Some 
mounts combine wood and metal. Securing agents include 
adhesives, metal points or specialized catches. 

Patent or specialized mounting as practised in the foundry 
(e,g., anchoring or sweating on) and the fixing of plates to rotary 
presses,. do not come within the purview of this book. 

Distinction must be made between the laying down of isolated 
plates and the iaying down of a succession of plates, usually in 
page form, as encountered in bookwork. The latter operation 
is the one dealt with here, and may Ibe known as multiple page 
platelaying. . 

JOBWORK 

In jobwork, platelaying is treated as a composing rather than 
as an imposing task. 

Within the forme, among the type, will be included mounts, 
such as high quads or slugs or any of the regulation mounting 
media. Onto them the plates will be placed and secured. Plate
laying, as understood in this section, is thus hardly practised. 

BOOKWORK 

The need for multiple page platelaying arises from the neces
sity of deriving the greatest economic benefit from duplicating 
methods. Printing surfaces are duplicated as plates for several 
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reasons. The full advantages of duplication are realizable only 
, where proper material is selected and efficient platelaying pro
cedure is followed. 

Compared with ordinary imposition, platelaying is very econo
mical. Considerably less material and equipment are needed. 
and fewer operations are involved. The production of boards 
of pages for printing may be accomplished in about two-thirds 
or even one-half the time required for imposition. 

Wooden mounts consist of surfaces of various dimensiol1N 
planed true and 'Square, of particular height, possibly scored in 
em divisions, and reinforced with metal. They may be solid 
planks; laminated (of multi-ply structure); alternated blocks 
bound together; or pressed chippings. 

Metal mounts may 'be solid or cored type metal ; mounting ,.. 
quads or slugs; honeycomb; DalZliel or other patent devices. 
Certain metal mounts are made to fit the machine ,bed. Dowel 
mounts have a metal frame, with wooden dowels to receive and 
hold nails, etc. 

Any mount, of whatever material, must be true to height an~ 
square in body; free of warping and rocking; rigid; firm. 

Fasteners include adhesive'S (common or patent mucilage or 
Lassoband); tacks or other nails ; screws or nuts and bolts; 
anchors; clasps, clips or catches. 

With some of these elements the impositor when piatelaying 
will not normally be concerned. A plated 'booklet of 32pp. is 
seldom mounted on high quads or slugs, solid type metal or 
dowels. Adhesives, or screws, anchors, etc., are rarely employed 
to secure printing plates of this kind: tacks are the most com
monly used fasteners. Patent plate 'beds fitted to printing 
machines, either flat or rotary, generally require the attention 
of some employee other than the compositor. 

A mount, such as a Parker board, of sufficient size is chosen, 
and the plates are laid on it approximately in the places deter
mined by the 'scheme of imposition to be followed. Platelaying 
involves '. no departure from accepted impositioning. The plates 
are checked for' run-round', position of heads, etc., and then 
lined up. 

A 'simple and reasonably accurate method, for first 'lining up, 
is that in which a page cord "is stretched across the face of the 
.mount and secured at either end , so that it is taut. The plates 
may , then readily Ibe brought into line. A single tack is driven 
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in lightly on either side to keep the plate in its approximately 
correct position. Then a straightedge is used for obtaining final 
lining up. It should be long enough to run right across or along 
the group of pages. Accuracy is thus more readily attained and 
retained, 

Care must be exercised, in finding the alignment of pages, 
to gauge the extremities of the printing matter and not the 
flanges of the various plates. A difference be'tween them of 
6 to 9 pts. may exist. Also, uniform bevelling is not invariably 
encountered. 

When the true positions of the plates are found and properly 
checked, final securing may be undertaken. It is accepted that 
the plates are already pierced for tacks. Driving these home 
without shifting the plate comes with but little practice. While 
tacks are commonly put in round the edges of the plate, greater 
security and 'better printing results come from the insertion of 
a tack at strategic points 'within ' the printed matter. Typical 
places are in quad lines, white spaces, blanks, etc. Thus, under 
impression, slight movement is impossible and the danger of 
slurring is reduced. 

Should the 'Work to be printed consist of plates of different 
thicknesses (e.g., electro duplicates and original halftones), 
common height to paper (=0.918 in.) must be reached by all 
printing elements. This involves the mixture of mounts of 
different heights; of changing the height (upwards or downwards) 
or a given mount; of adjusting the thickness of the various 
plates. Perhaps the best olf these is to Ibring the halftones to 
the thickness of the electros by putting metal bases of sufficient 

~ thickness under them. 

MOUNTS - WOOD 

Parker Board. Among the simplest and most effective mounts 
for multiple platelay'ing is the Parker 'board. It is made in 
various 'sizes, from foolscap folio up to quad royal. . Made of 
wood, it is planed perfectly smooth and 'square, its sections being 
so fitted that warping is resisted. The surface is scored with 
lines, which intersect to form squares of 18 pts. each. At each 
corner - or entirely surrounding the edges - are metal strips . 
These have , the triple function of reinforcing the mount; 
,reducing wear and tear ; and retaining squareness. 
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Ply Mount. Thin strips of wood are laid together to .build 
up to a predetermined height. The result may be eleven, th'lrteen 
or fifteen ply. The advantages are resist'ance to warping and to 
loss of squareness. A tendency to sink after some period of use 
is a demerit. 

Laminated Mount. Whereas the ply mount is constructed of 
thin sheets of wood laid one 'Upon the other, the laminated mount 
consists of s'trips of wood placed side 'by side and secured. The 
grain of two 'adjacent pieces runs at right angles, whereby the 
risk of twisting or warping is reduced. 

J.J. Mount. This consists of squares of mahogany laid with 
grain running in alternate directions, whereby warping is elimin
ated. Strength is obtained by interior metal bonding. Siz.es 
range from crown 8vo ,to quad crown. /" 

Pressed Chips. Compressed wood chips, formed into mount
ing ·boards, now (become availa'ble. They have the advantages of 
l'ightness and cheapness. 

MOUNTS - METAL 

Type, etc., Metal. Mounts may consist of a base alloy, such 
as stereo metal, or of the same alloy as made up for mechanical 
composition (Monotype, Linotype, Intertype, Ludlow). Founders' 
metal is also used. The mounts exist as slabs, strips, high quads 
or slugs. They are seldom used for multiple page platelaying. 

Patent. Dalziel mounts consist essentially of two steel triangu
lar pieces each with bevelled edges to fit onto and hold the edges 
of the pl~te. Supplementary pieces in various sizes,. for ins.ertion 
between the triangular portions, allow of the accommodatIOn of 
various sizes of plate. . 

Honeycomb mounts are of solid steel, planed absolutely true, 
and pierced with holes 'all-over' to admit, at any point, the 
plate-securing device - a Hp on a rod. They are obtainable in 
various sizes, as individual mounts, or they may the fitted to the 
printing machine. 

Dowel. An 'aluminium or similar framework, produced to 
perfect accuracy, contains holes into which wooden dowels are 
inserted. The dowels allow of the driving home of a tack at 
almost any position. . 

The usual range of sizes in dowel mounts is 36 x 12 ems, 
12 x 12 ems, 12 x 6 ems, 6 x 6 ems, 4 x 4 ems. Their heights 
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are: for originals, .849 in. ; for stereotypes, .748 in. ; for special 
thin plates, .854 in. 

FASTENERS 

Tacks. The most popular plate-fastener, where traditional 
mounts are used, is the nail or brad, commonly called the tack. 
One oft in. length, round-headed, is very suitable. It is cheap, 
handy and effective. 

Screws. Infrequent use is made of screws, though they have 
some advantages over tacks. Higher cost and increased opera
tional time are deterrents to their more widespread employment. 

Adhesive. Although plates are sometimes stuck on, the prac
tice is not common. Ordinary mucilage or patent grips such as 
Lassoband have proved useful under certain conditions. But 
they are less positive in their grip than tacks, etc., and they tend 
consequently to be avoided. 

Catches etc. Patent mounts often require the use of special
ized faste~ers. Usually, these consist of a catch, clip or clasp. 
Some models !Slide in grooves, moving thus to any position 
across or along the mount; while others engage the plate and 
are tightened from below. Some form of locking ring, key, etc., 
is incorporated or worked in conjunction with the clasp. 

SPECIAL TOOLS 

The platelayer dispenses with the use of most of the tools of 
,the impositor. Instead, he requires those not normally found 
at the stone. A light hammer and a punch for tacking; or a 
screwdriver, where screws are preferred, is essential. A brace 
and ,bit or a light drill !for .boring holes in plates or mounts are 
handy auxiliaries. 

When plates are to be taken up from the boards, a tacklifter 
and a patent plateliftel' come into service. A chisel may be 
used in lieu of the latter. 

Whatever patent devices are used, such as the honeycomb 
bed, then specialized tools (supplied by the manufacturers) are 
necessary. 
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